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MR, GOODWIN; HOW do you reconcile that with the
situation of the employee of. a, corporation who doesn't get
any data rights to m~e it big as a result of being employed
on a research and development corporation?

DR. KAYTON; Well, this is a free country and he
opted to be kept rathe:J;." than to be. promiscuous, And there
are advantages in being kept, Some inventors genuinely
function mpre effectively andmpre creatively by having a
good, large, steady salary, And they. are with the large
corporations, and that is the 50 percent with which we
have no problem.

It is the others that I am talking.about.

MR. GOODWIN; Thank you.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON; Thank you very much, Professor
Kayton ,

I think that concludes our session for the day,

While it is true we have heard many of these
arguments before, it is still desirable to he.ar them again
in order that we get as many possible views in order to
come up with good, solid recommendations,

We will start tomQrrow at 9:15 here in this
building with presentations from General Electric Company.

(Whereupon, at 5; 15 the hearing in the above
entitled matter adjourned to zeconvene at 9; 15 a.m.,
Wednesday,NOVember 19, 1975,)
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That cqmpletea mY unp~pared remarka.
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CHAI~ JOUNSON; Dr. Kayton, you have certainly
measured up to your past perfopmance.

Joking aside, what you have to aay is very clear.
Let me ask you if you have considered the alternative patent
policy set forth in the report of the Commission on Govern
ment Procurement. Recognizing that ERDA's patent POlicy is
based on statute and the regulations have to issue to carry
out the statute, the burden of your remarks is that ERDA
should consider recommending changing the statute.

One possible suggested change is this alternative
number two. Are you aware of this?

DR. KAY'l'ON: I don't know the specifics of
alternative number two; I am sorry. But I would like to
say one thing about what you have just said. A part of
my comments are clearly antititle policy. Waiver provi.sions
and title policy just mean that everybody has to pay a lot
of money for no good reason at the front end.

However, the rest of my comments had to do with
compulsory licensing which probably at this- stage of the
game is a greater danger than anything else.

That question number three to be considered by
the report -- I don't want to look for it -- is it desirable
to have mandatory licensing to carry out ERDA's -- the way
that is phrased is an outrage because the answer is yes, or
no.

Both of those are totally incorrect. The answer
is mandatory licensing will destroy the objective of ERDA' s
function.

CHAIRMAL"'l JOUNSON; So your answer is it is not
desirable?

Are there other questions?

Mr. Goodwin.

MR. GOODWIN: I am just wondering, Professor,
whether you have any hard data and statistics to support
your jUdgments as to what motivates small or large contract
ors.

·1
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'rhe Court regretted having to preclude the
issuance of an injunction 'because of the merits of the
patentee, but said the question of pure water for the
City of Milwaukee is paramount.

Not that the City of Milwaukee had not obtained
pure water before using chemicals. They had and they could
then.

Nonetheless, the Judge felt it was essential
to have this improvement available. No injunction.

In a recent case in the Second Circuit,
Foster versus -- I have forgotten the other party -- AMF,
I suppose, the Court because of very peculiar circumstances
in that case refused to grant an injunction against" the
infringer. '

In an aggravated situation in this country,
were mandatory licensing not allowed, and one of the ERDA
contractors had this breakthrough and could not supply the
country as needed, but nevertheless refused to grant
licenses, the likelihood is very great that a Federal JUdge
would refuse to grant an injunction against the infringer.

And even if that Judge did grant the injunction,
if this contribution was such a breakthrough and was so
magnificent and embarrassed the activities of our country,
we could take it by eminent domain.

Consequently, we have nothing to fear except
the incredible front-end administrative burden of these
regUlations,

If we let the law take its course and keep the
incentive to invent available to all institutions of all
persuasions and interests, and look to the remedies that
are available to us later on should anyone refuse to act
in a socially acceptable manner, we would be so far ahead
of the game than having to have all of you sit here,
listen to this testimony, draft these regulations, have
hearings with each cOntractor on waiver proposals, manda
tory licensing, incredible bureaucratic front-end load and
an incredible load on the, contractor.

All at the front end before you even know
whether anything is going to be produced.
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~ayment of dollars for bodies in laboratories is not a
sufficient ~ustification for the allocation of their re
sources to ERDA's interests.

What, after all, looking at the beginning
clauses, where mandatory licensing is stated -- Consider
the clauses.

The achievement of ERDA's objectives would be
frustrated if the government at the time of contracting
did not obtain on behalf of third parties limited license
rights in and to contractor proprietary data.

That is alleged.

Well, my f~iends, what are the objectives that
you have?

The objective that you have, the reason you are
sitting here, the reason the Legislature put this whole
thing together, is because we are paying $12 a barrel for
oil from the OPEC countries.

The objective, therefore, is to provide energy
at something less than $12 a barrel.

When the OPEC countries impose an embargo, the
objective is to have an alternative to oil even at .$12 or
more a barrel here in the united States.

This is the objective.

Now, I could imagine legislation saying that for
any institution that comes up with an OPEC oil conserving
invention we will pay $12 or Whatever OPEC'S price is, X
minus a small amount delta for every barrel of oil the
invention eliminates from our import requirements.

We don't have anything like that.

What we are doing here with this legislation
and ~roposed rules is to say, "We are going to give you
money because we want you to do this research."

We want to provide some incentive.

But money just provides bodies. And unless
you are paying your money to an exclusive military con
tractor which is a straight body shop and a cost-plUs
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!4'. Hill, th;mk XOq ve~ JIlqch for your appearance
here today.

Our last part~cipant today.is Dr. Irv~ng Kayton,
Professor of Law at the George Wash~ngton Un~vers~ty.

DR. KA1rl'ON: Mr. Johnson, thank you.

I have no object~on to saying someth~ng drama
tically if I feel that the. truth of the statement will be
further promulgated.

I might point out that in the discuss~on that
you are concerned w~th today two items caught my attention.
One announcing the hearings and the .other, the introductory
clauses in the optional mandatory licensing proposai.

The not~ce of hearing said the object~ve of
the ERDA Patent Policy ~s to prov~de an ~ncentive f\mct~on

to st~mulate commerc~al ~ndustr~al developJllent ~n energX
fields and so on.

It should be over-abundantly clear to everyone
here after hearing the speakers today that the people and
~nstitutions involved in energy development are not a
homoqeneoqs group.

For example, the preceding speaker's statement
~s most appropriate and understandable for a giant oil
corporat~on which -has to conduct ;research in order to stay
al~ve.

CBAIRM1\N JOHNSON: Excuse me just a minute.

Could Mr. John Wilson come forward? I have a
message for him of an urgent character.

Thank you,

DR. KAYTON: The category of the previous
representative naturally comes to the issue of research
and development from the point of view of the functioning
of his ~nstitution.

Large corporations such as his appropriately and
necessarily will continue with research and development as
a matter of life and death if there were· no patent system
whatsoever.
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~. HILL; 13y thatf do you mean research aillled
at patent protection to give Us freedom to operate?

MR. RITZM.l\NN; Yes, and to be sure you don't get
bloCked from being able to work in an area.

MR. HILL: We certainly try to protect the processes,
procedures, in which we have a commercial interest. We will
do this by attempting to continually improve these. We will
be obtaining early in a development what we consider to be
relatively basic patent protection. This will be followed
in ensuing years with a number off saYf improvement type
patents.

'J,'he idea of something as a blocking patent as such
doesn't really enter our thinking particularly. If you want
to look upon anything that is licensable as blocking, then
certainly we would have some. But it is our feeling that
wherever we have been successful in our own commercial
development, then patents that relate to those items are
the ones that you can successfully license to others.

The prospective licensee always likes to see
first a plant in operation.

MR. RITZMAN: Standard Oil does contract with
<lthers to do research for Standard Oil, (Indiana), doesn't
it?

MR. HILL: We do some work with various research
institutes, that is cOrrect.

MR. RITZMANN: How do you treat patent rights in
your contracts with those interests?

MR. HILL; In instances of that sort f where we have
been providing the major or eXclusive fUnding, we will take
title to the patent assets that may arise from those projects.

MR. RITZM.l\NN: Together with background rights?

MR. HILL: There wouldn't be baCkground rights in
an instance of that sort. WOrk that is done, let's· say, by
a third party research institute on Our behalf would assign
the patent rights to us. But we would not take any rights in
other assets of theirs, anyway, .
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MR. PUILIP HILL: I don. 1 t have an exact figure in
mind on that, sir; but we have done extensive licensing in
bot.h areas,

The figure is probably, oh, perhaps 40 to 50
percent may be in the foreign field.

MR~ JEFFERSON HILL: Fine. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Mr. Eden.

MR. EDEN: Do you license for royalties or do you
simply exchange licenses with other firms?

MR. HILL: We license for royalty income primarily •

MR. EDEN: What would be the approximate income
from those 100 licenses?

MR. HILL: The approximate income from those
licenses, I think, falls under the categ<>ry of proprietary
informati<>n not trade secret, if I could ampli~y on one of
the questions asked earlier this morning of a young lady who
didn't think of that one.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Dr. White.

DR. WHITE: Mr. Hill, I was interested in your
favorable reaction to ERDA policy•. If it isn't an unfair
question, as the company is looking at the possibility of
participating in fossil energy development, talking about
shale or possibly c<>al, do you feel this will be conditioned
on the waiver provisions?

If it isn't, will you sit back, <>r has that been
formulated at all yet?

MR. HILL: We haven't gone into it too deeply;
however, I think you are pretty close to the situation. The
waiver provisions, guidelines for waiver, set forth a number
Of circumstances under which we feel that we could participate.

We also, being, as you know, deeplY involved in
the energy business in a number of ways, feel it is very
necessary that means be found for, say, cooperation wherever
possible between Government and industrial people and projects,
because industry has much expertise~
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A minor portion of ptand~rd's rese~rch and development effort
has been conducted under contr~ct with various Feder~l agencies,
a,lthough certainly most of the funding haebeen provicied from
corpor~te sources.

I have stated this to try .to make clear that
Standard and its affiliates possess extensive expertise which
can be applied to the development of new energy sources. But
this expertise is an assetl it is a proprietary interest Whose
application to new energy developments conceivably may
accelerate progress toward designated goals in a variety of
projects. The availability of this expertise must be subject
to the presence of adequate means for protection of such
proprietary interests.

Accordingly, our companies have a very real interest
in the resolution of existing questions relating to patents
and licensing matters in a manner th~t will permit and en
cour~ge the broadest application of petroleum expertise to
expedite the. desired development of new energy sources. with
an ERDA patent policy liberal in the sense of providing
flexibility, we believe that greater. participation by our
companies and certainly by others will result. We therefore
commend the patent pOlicy proposed by E~DA.

Gentlemen, we strongly recommend its adOPtion.
Thank you.

CHAI~ JOHNSON: Thank you, Mr• Hill,

Do you have any comments with regard to the back
ground licensing provisions that have been criticized by
other speakers?

MR. HILL: It is our feeling that you have built
into it provisions as I read them here that will provide
enough flexibility to permit us to live with them, not
extremely comfortably, put enough so.

A careful reading of your background patent
provisions does indicate that, as I .read it, at le~st, Under
most. circumstanoes ~ r~ther considerable amount. of, let's
say the patent rights, may be not withheld, butm~de avail
able in a very limited manner. In other words, only where
there is an absolute need to do so,

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Only in extraordinary circum-
stances?
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Qf th~t, we, ~(1 thEl Lnvencozs $ay, "rip off" 15
percfi!nt Qff the·t;Qp to go for the adnlinistJ:atiQn of the
progr~. Thfi!n we subtract 4i:t;ect patent expenses. For the
last university fiscal year, there was $90, 000 worth of
patent expenses.

The ~ount rema1nJ.ng aftElr that is divided into
equal thirds, representing three entrepreneurialcElnteJ:s.
Clearly, the most iml?ortant one is the individual. Second
is the individual's del?artment. (Each 4epart:ment only gets
so much money from the gElneral fund to operate, and they have
to serve as an entrepreneurial center. ) Third is thEl general
fund itself.

We have different eXl?eriences from differe~t

del?artments.

From the medical school, we licensed about one
in three. In the basic science areas, our rate of success
is m1,lch lower.

MR. JEFFERSON HILL: Thank yol.\ very' much,

MR. GOODWIN: Does your unive:l:'sity do any work for
I?rivate companies?

MR•.REIMERS: Very' little. We do about $50 million
to $.60 million. Overall and of that had only about $100,000
worth of indl.\stry research. We tyPically don't do industry'
research, because we aze not Ve]Cy good at it. We are best
at basic research and usually, indust]Cy wants a product.

MR. GOODWIN: Thank you.

CBA;J:RMl\N JOHNSON: Thank you very' much, MJ:". Reimers.

Our next I?articipant -- We have two more today,
and with your pemission I will pursue right on to theconcll.\
sion -- is D.r. Irving Kayton, Professor of Law at George
WaShington university.

If he is here, he may I?roceed.

IS Mr. Philip Hill I?resent? Let's proceed with
you, sir.

Our next: participant, then, will be Philip Hill,
Director of Petroleum and Corporate Patents and Licensing,
Standard oil Corill?any of Indiana.
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with the prelient energy olic;rop.oly. If required to license
competitors by ERDA, even with "reasonable royalties," it
wou.ld appear t;his hi'JoIothetlcal' company no .longer would be
able to compete, absent a proprietary position., Are there
actual, documented situations where the absence of mandatory
licensinc;r provisions has prevented another c;rovernment ac;rency
from carryinc;r out its proc;rram? Or is it paranoia?

The argument we heard this morning of the Corporate
Accountability Research Group could have been made by
advocates for oligopolies. Who else stands to benefit from
the absence of patent incentives for results of government
research?

Let me interject from the point of view of a
university trying to license undeveloped technology, it is
very difficult to license "larc;re corporations," primarily
because of the lack of entrepreneurial desire. Most of our
licenses are with small companies.

Let us consider the scenario where ERDA does retain
title, thus removing the invention from the ,inventor. The
first thing that happens is nothing. Who has incentive? It
has become a piece of paper, the patent application. The
patent issues and gets added to the government's 26,000-plus
pile. ERDA is now advertising I believe 8,000 patents for
license. Was that accumulation in the pUblic interest? Of
course not.

Experience has shown that with the great majority
of undeveloped inventions, if you are not well along the road
to a license long before the patent issues, it's too late.
Progress of technology doesn I t wait. The pUblic benefits
from utilization, not from the negativism which prevents a
contractor from "profiting" or, it should be noted, "losing"
on an invention and also prevent its availability to the
pUblic.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Thank you, Mr. Reimers.

You recognize, of course, that ERDA'S patent
policy is based on statute and has to proceed from statu
tory foundations. But I take it you are rec01llll\ending that
we seek modification of that statute.

MR. REIMERS: Yes, I am.

\
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As a policy CQnsist~t with Saction 9(c) of the
ERDA A~t: ~t is stronalv recommended that ERDA adopt the
recommendations of· th; university Pat~tPolicy Ad- Hoc Sub
committ~e of the Exe¢Utive subcommittee of the committee on
Government patent Policy, Fede7:al Counc;:il for Scienc::e and
Technolo~y, dated July 17, 1975,a8 an appropriate polic::y
in regard to inventions deriving from govarnment-sponso7:ed
research a,tuniversitie:;;, It. is a I?ositive polic::y diracted
to obtaini1)g utili:l:ation of rasults of research and extends
the tested \~:;;titutional Patent Agreement (IPA) approach
pioneered by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare,
which has. shown exc;:el.lent re:;;ults in the years it has been
used.

Taking tha reasonable assumption that the
experiance at thi:;;university can be extrapolated to other
universities, the bureaucratically cumbersome petition~and
waiver proc;:ess of some government agencies operates to delay,
if not impede compl.etely, the development of researc;:h results
to products and processes availaple to the public, That the
"IP,," has been superior to an after-the-fac:t waiver procedure
(or no_waiver procedure) in achieving SUCl!. devel.opment.should
be capable of easy verification by viewing invention utili
$ation results of tha various agencies.

Insofar as a pa.tant polic;:y. which would work f.or
both industry and universitias,· your consideration of the
recommendation9f the ~icensing Exacutives Sociaty just
prasented by Mr. Jacobs, is recOllllllended. This is the rasult
of delibarations by an ~ES committee including industry and
university partic:ipation.

By any standard of measurement, the utilization
of invantions whic;:hl!.as been derived as a re.sult of govern
ment-funded research ha:;;·been. poor. This has been particu
larly evi.dant where the \ government has ret,ained title to
inventions of contractors, whathe7: industry or university,
on tha bads 9foneor mora negative argUIllE!nts such as the
fo;Llowing:

(1) "The govarnmant has paid for it - 'i'ha
govarnment sl!.oulEl!teapit," (2) "If tha gova.rnmant doesn 't
retain titla, then the public will be forced to pay a mono
polistic surcharge for an. invention that their taJl; dollars
paid for in~~efi%,st plaCe'" (3) "the contractC)rwiU be
getting windfall profit:;; if we let him keep title to. his
invention," etc. .
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G. Intervention

All interested p~rties, inoluding any ~gency of the u.s.
Government, shall. have the r~ght to intervene in any proceeding
before the Board.

MR. JACOBS: Thank you.

I will be happy to answer any questions.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Mr. Jacobs.

Are thet'e any questions :f;rom members of the panel?

Mr. Goodwin of the OfUce of Federal Procurement
Policy.

MR. GOODWIN: Mr. J~Qobs, do you think companies
should be prepared to negotiate a lower profit in consideration
of any additional p~tent rights that they may obtain under
contract?

MR. JACOBS: Speaking personally, I think that is
not an unreasonable request. We have, in fact, in my company
done just that when we negotiated contracts with the Depart
ment of Health, Education, and welfare.

CHAIrotAN JOHNSON: Mt'. Denny.

MR. DENNY: I find mYself wanting to give talks,
Mr. Johnson, rather than ask questions. But there were
several questions, or statements made th~t I would like to
respond to.

The concern that we will not give w~ivers. We
have and we will.

I hope past policies of any agency will not serve
as a deterrent to give us a try, partiQularly in regard to
small businesses. If you have a Qontraot with the small
Business community, I wish you WOuld tell th~ to come try,

We ~ave given small business waiversf we have
given individual inventors waivers. If you are scared of
the red tape, try the telephone.
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(6) At nny time after the period set for utilization by an
agency has expired, the Board may require the granting of non
exclusive licenses under U. S. patents or patent applications
with terms it deems appropriate on the basis of:

(a) The failure of the contractor to show cause why such
license should not be granted; or,

(b) The factors contained in paragraph 5.B below.

B. Board Review of Refusal to Grant Licenses

The Board shall take into consideration, in add.ition to the
arguments of the parties, at least t~e following factors in
m~(ing its determination to require licensing of an invention
made in performance of a government contract.

(1) Achieving the earliest practicable utilization of
government-assisted inventions in commercial practice;

(2) Encouraging, through the normal incentives of the
patent system, private investment in the commercial realizatior.
of government-assisted inventions;

(3) Fostering effective competition in the commercial develop
-nent and exploitation of government-assisted inventions;

(4) Assuring against non-utilization of government-assisted
inventions and excessive charges for use of such inventi.ons
stemming from private ownership of patents on such inventions;

(5) Balancing the relative equities of the public, the
inventor and the patent owner or developer in the specific
government-assisted invention, measured by the investment
necessary to bring the invention to the point of commercial
application. This would include the follm<ling:

(a) The relative contribution of the government and the
contractor in bringing the invention to the marketplace:

(b) The mission of the program fum ing the contract
from which the invention arose;

(c) The type of invention and the magnitude of the
problem it solves;
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c. Reports

The contractor shall promptly advise the agency upon
issuance of any U. S. patent covering an invention to which
he acquired exclusive commercial rights. During the three
year period after issuance of a patent the contractor will
submit, upon the agency's request reports setting forth
progress made toward commercial utilization. If after
three years from patent issuance utilization has not been
achieved, the agency may take steps to revoke the exclusive
commercial rights unless satisfactory evidence is presented
that the time for utilization shall be extended.

3. CONTINUING RIGHTS

Whenever utilization has been achieved by the contractor
within the time agreed upon by the agency, the exclusive commercial
rights will continue in the contractor for the ·life of any patertt.(s)
claiming the invention, subject to the provisions set forth in
paragraphs 4 and 5 below. .

CONTRACTOR LICENSING

A. fThree years after issuance of a patent claiming an invention in
which a contractor has elected to acquire exclusive commercial rightsl
After the ends of the periods soecified in paraaraph 2A hereof, the ~

contractor maybe required to grant non-exclusive licenses under
such patent b~ the Government Patent Review Board under conditions
set forth in paragraph 5 below.

B. Contractor shall have the right to sublicense others on
an exclusive or non-exclusive basis under any terms he deems
appropriate, subject only to existing laws and the requirements
of the Government Patent Review Board.

C. If the contractor permits utilization to cease, the
agency may re~ire the contractor to grant an exclusive or non
exclusiv~ license to responsible applicants on terms that are
-easonable under the c~rcumstances.
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PROPOSED POLICY FOR THE ALLOCATION
OF RIGHTS TO INVEN'T'TONS MADE UNDER

GOVERNMENT R&D CONTRACTS

0~iginal Source:
• t

Modification:

1. POLICY

Report by Task Force #1 of Study Group #6
Commission on Government Procurement
Allocation of Rights to Inventions Made
in the Performance of Government Research
and Development Contracts and Grants
November 11, 1971

Report of Committee .. on Government ReJ.ations to
Intellectual Property Adopted by Board of Trustees,
Licensing Executives Society (U.S .A.), Inc.
October 16, 1975
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A. ,'lith the. 'exception set forth in 5 (A) (3)below, contractors
shall.be guaranteed at the time of contracting a first option to the

:clusive commercial rights Ln all inventions made in performance
., government-funded contracts. (The term "exclusive commez c i.a L

:t'ights" should be understood to include 'either title to the
invention or an exclusive license thereto with the exception that
as the term relates to foreign patents or patE:ntapplications it
means title).

B. Any statutory provis ions which are inconsistent with such
guarantee o.rthe principles of this policy shall be repealed.

C. Theguarant;eof exclusive comrner c LaL rights will be
extended to universities and other nonprofit organizations only'
after government review of the adequacy of those organizations'
patent management capabilities.

D. The government may later revoke, such rights in a contractor
after failure 'of the contractor to meet conditions as hereinafter
provided.

E. Exclusive commercial. J;ights in a contractor will be
subJect to a world-wide, royaJxy-free, nonexclusive license in
the government for Federal Government purposes. I
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contractor exclusive rights reco~n4edby the.Task Force
for the following reason$;

1. Practical experience by contractors with
other government agencies suggests that the likelihood of
a contract a4ministrator granting a waiver will be. slim.
Where the "normal policy" is for ERDA to retain ownership,
it will be an unusual a4ministrator who will take the time,
effort, and personal risk to study and then recommend that
ERDA grant these "extra" rights to the contractor.

2. Many bidders for ERDA contracts may be
inhibited from pressing their case for a waiver for fear
of jeopardizing their chances to wi.n the contract. In
fact, while the regUlations encourage requests for waivers
as part of the contract proposal, they do not specify what
the effect will be when. there are two equally qualified
proposals, one requesting a waiver, and the other not.

3. The need to formally request a waiver, and
to provide thirteen categories of supporting evidence, will
undoubtedly inhibit smaller companies from making those
requests. The required boiler-plate will be easy for a
large government .contractor to prepare, but an impossible
task for smaller companies. Once again ,the smal:\. entre
preneur, who is most likely to have the courage and the
determination to invest his time, effort and money in novel
and difficult technology, will be denied the incentives which
the patent system is supposed to provide.

As I am apparently One of the f.ew representati~s

of smaller companies here today, I wo1,1ld like to add.a few
personal comments.

My company in Lexington pioneered the develOPment
of a new type membrane filtration system abo;utten years ago.
We have built two entirely new businesses supplying these
membrane systems to the medical research .community and t6
food and pharmaceutical producers. Although we had on our
staff some of the most creative membrane and ploymer chemi.sts
around in the mid-1960s when we were doil)g our work, we
specificallY refused to accept any membrane research contracts
from the Office of Saline Water, which. was the agency that
at that time was sponsoring millions of dollars of research
on desalination membranes.

We· simply deeided we could not afford to jeopardize
our proprietary position 1n< membrane technology even though we
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t~e public penefit. Any p~ivate o~ganization with such a
low "success ratio" in comme~cializing its developments
would have long sinQe Qlosed its doo~s.

While this low comme~cial use can be explained
in pa~t by the fact that the gove~ment does finance a
high p~opo~tion of quite basic ~esea~ch as well as ~esea~ch

aimed at defense o~ae~ospace needs having inhe~ently low
potential fo~ comme~cialization,theseare not the only
~easons.

B~inging a gove~ent invention to comme~cial

use ~equires p~ivate investment; p~ivate investment is
being dete~red ~athe~ than encou~aged by the p~esent govern
ment patent policy. The need to encou~age p~ivate investment
to expe;ri,ment with and to eJC:ploit new technology is .especially
u~gent in the search fo~ new ene~gy souroes and convazadon
processes. Without active participation and ~isk taking Py
the p~ivate secto~, the mission of ERDA can nevez'Be
aCCO!!lplis~ed.

In fo~ulating a patent policy fo~ ERDA, we
should ~eQognize that many scientific advances ~esulting f~om

ERDA p~og~ams will still be in the emb~onic stage at .the
conclusion of the ~esea~ch contract. Although ERDA may be
aPle to finance pilot and demonst~ation plants fo~ a few
p~omising p~ocesses, ~e high cost of these plants dictates
that 99 percent oft~e technolOgy developed unde~ ERDA con
tracts will neve~ ~each this stage.

What happens to those scientific advances, whether
they eve~ have a chance to ~eceivethe next c~itical idea
that might turn failu~e into success, w~ethe~ they are eve~

sedously evaluated for use in applications othe~than the
one o;ri,ginallYintended -~ All of this depends inla~ge

measure upon t~e~RDA patent policies and the degree of
incentive they provide for private investment.

Our Society strongly urges that ERDA adopt as its
patent policy the recomrnendationsmade inl97l by TaskForce
Number 1 of. Study Group Number 6 of the· Commission on GOvern~

ment Procurement, with minor modifications. This Task Force,
composed of patent counsel from government agencies and
private indust~(includingMr. Johnson, who is now General
Counsel of ERDA), strongly \1rged that; eJC:clusive commercial
rights in contract inventions be granted to the cOntractor I

I
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with ind~stry, to P~ll i.n the risk capital that is going to
be needed and to develop new technology competitive to what
may already be on the market.

In many of the.oomments, it sounds to lIle like we
are expecting one piece of technology to come o~t for solar
energy, one for fossil fuels, one for nuclear. Gentlemen,
the patent system is designed to develop oompetitive teoh
nologies. That Ls :why I don I t really worry too much about
having mandatory licensing. I think the situation will take
oare of itself and perhaps we are creating mo):'e of a straw
man than we need to.

Let lI\e point out, also, that there. are two se9ll\ents
in ind~stry: those who live by doin", government contract wo):'k
and those .who live outside of that sphere, who manufacture
goods and provide services for the private sector. It is to
this latter group of companies that the university must relate
and transfer technology to get it used. This also is the
gro~p that, in my opinion, ERDA needs to accomplish the energy
goals it set forth and that the Oong):'ess has lIlandated. Those
are t!le people that we need to work with and that YOl,lneed to
work with.

In conclusion, we feel ERDA ahoukd have a patent
policy with resPect to universities with.the technology
transfer capability that leaves principal rights with· the
university.

There is equity ill thill, since there ill no way
for the university to use the nonexclusive license given to
the industrial oOlltraotor. You have made good provision for
that, and I think it is right. But I would point o~t that
the univerllity gets no advantage from that uat a1,l. I wou;J.d
also s~ggest. that patent rights! resting in the. university
is the best. way to lI\EIetthegoa1,s in a lI\anller that protects
the public interest. and partic~larly l:'E\ducell adlllinilltrative
burden. we have been hit very lltrongly by that illrmiver
llitiell in many' progrlUl\$, each of which are good, b~tthe

total impact is allllost overwhelminq~ The patellt area is
one I. feel very strongly. aPout. We need to have a patent
poliey that is cohedve re;J.ative to mollt federalaqenciell
that we can live with and administer without havinqto spend
all our time reading regulations. ..

I wo~ld further llugqest that the i,mplell\entatioll
of s~ch a patent policy be through themechanillm of an

i
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Yo~ ~ave my ~~e~areq $tatem~nt. T~e gist o~ that
statement goes along t~e lines several other ~iversity

reorelisntativEls have made here todav. It ends ~P asking that
you consider giving principal right;o~ inventions arisin~
out o~ ERDA funded gr~ts and COntracts at ~iversities that
have a technology transfer capabi+ity to those universities
subject to certain limitations and safeguards.

!{ow, rather than reading that statement, I wo~ld

like yo~r permission i~ I mig~t, to make sOme extemporaneo~s

remark.. relative to the ~osition we have taken.

The Iowa State University Resear9h Fo~ndation acts
as an agent and provides other services 1:0 Iowa State univer
sity. ISU is not a "bi!1gie II in government research f'..mding.
I believe we are 53rd in the United States, per NSF
statistiQs. Therefore, I think weare someWhere, more
representative o~ the top 100 research UIliversitiesthan
perhaps the larger achooLa ,

At the Present time, we have 174 curzene U!1ited
States patents and 8 royalty~bearing licenses. The royalty
inoome is $80,000 to $100,000 perYlilar. In past years, tha.t
has peaked abo~t a q~arter of a million per yeaf. ,we do
have active patent licensing or, i~ you qhooslil to call it,
teQhnology tranSflilJ: program,

I heard q~estions this m()J:ni!1!1 J:elativet()dis
position of royalty income. We weJ:e founded in 1938, and
have had this policy (to the best of my knowledge) ever since
that time: When we receive royalty income, 15 peJ:cent of.
~at gJ:oss income g()es to pay ouJ: administrative'costs. Then
We ded~ct o~r expenses fOJ: patent prosec~tion, whio~,

incidentally, we ~ave done o~tside.

The remaindeJ: is net J:oyalties. 15 PeJ:cent of
those net J:oyalties go to the inventoJ: and 85 peJ:cent go
back to.the univeJ:s:!.ty to fund J:eseaJ:oh, ed~oati()n, ~d

sElJ:VicEl PJ:()jElctB.

Since 1938, WEI have funded $2.7 million worth of
J:eseaJ:ch ~q ed~cat:!.onal pJ:ojects, with Sl.5 mil+ion j~st

in the last ten YElars.

O~r rElseaJ:ch effoJ:t at Iowa State University is
about $18 million a year, only one-third of .thatfJ:om
!10vernment gJ:ants and cOntracts. The balance of reseaJ:Qh
funqing comes from state funqs anq i!1q~stJ:ial sponsoJ:s. I
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The question is, who is going to spend this money
and under what terms?

But I have never heard of such a case. From what
I listened to today ,nobody else has either.

When the President caroeout with this policy
stating it was not necessarily in the public interest to
take title to inventions -- . .

I suppose if there were a case where something
deliberatelY was being suppressed, there ought to be a way
for the government to step in and do something.

i
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Does the faet that no case
to protect against the

CHAIRMA.~JOHNSON:
exists mean we shouldn't try
possibility?

In that area, I find that nearly all of these
require an enormous amount of addi,tional,development, either
by the company or somebody before it is ,ready to go on the
market.

MR. SNYDER: I· think you are creatiriga bogeyman
that just doesn't exi,st, and then you are trying to figure
out how to destroy this bogeyman. I am really llIore concerned
with how the act is going to be administered.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Hold up while the reporter puts
in new paper.

(Pause. )

CHA;I:RMAN JOHNSON: GO ahead.

MR. SNYDER: ;I: was interested in finding out just
what the attitude of the different agencies that sponsor
work at the universities was going to be following this
statement of the President' spoliey.

I checked with both ABC and NASA. They were
already welded into a fixed poliey. The Department of
Agriculture said it didn't apply to thelll.

As near as I can tell, the Department of ;I:nterior
said that -- Well, they more or less ignored it.

The Department of Defense, at least as to inventions
relating to the public health area, became tougher than they
were before.

,!
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I was asked to comment on this matter of mandatory
licensing, I have mixed feelings about that,

I belong to the Licensing Executives Society and
I understand Mr, Jacobs is going to address you on that
subject, I was one of the founding members of that organi
zation. I understand LES conducted a poll of its members on
this point. Some thoUght it was all right and some didn't.

Personally, I have trouble with it. The
Constitution says these rights shall be exclusive. If ~~ey

are not excl~sive, are we in effect revoking the Constitution?

Also, I resent tne presl;llllption that appears to
be present that a patentee is not exploiting an invention to
the fullest.

I just dOn't believe that is so. Even if he isn't,
how does ERDA or anybody else within the government know how
to do it better? ~ut most importantly, I just. don't know
what is going to be the effect in tne future on private Rand D
if the goVernment is going to step in and require mandatory
licensing or claim title to these things.

In prior testimony, there was allusion to the
fact tnat some companies did suppress patents or perhaps did
not eXPloit tnem to the fullest.

I recall talking to a friend of mine who was with
Standard Oil of. Indiana. He reported going through some old
correspondence dating back to World War II. One of our
Senators had written to Standard Oil and said tnat in view
of the gasoline shortage and all, wouldn't it be good if
Standard Oil were to release the patents that tney had on
fuel saving devices, Well, of course, it was pointed out
that tnis was purely a myth. But it is a little disturbing
to think tnat that idea is still around.

The onlY suppression of patents that I know of is
that which has been done by the government,

On the question of background rights, at first
blush, I didn't quite know how to take that, In a way it
sounded like the Indians trying to recover Manhattan Island,
or the Russians trying to, take back Alaska.

Personally, I find it troublesome because I don't,

I
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of our electricity is generated by nuclear power.
all the hulabaloo over the benefits we were going
from nuclear energy
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This, after
to realize

The first ~ASA act carried patent restrictions
similar to those of the AEC. There was a x-ed howl over
this, too, because the contractors dealing with ~ASA had
become used to the DOD policy.

These brief reflections are not without a purpose.
The current energy bill before Congx-ess purportedly carries
some of the same restrictive and regressive patent px-ovisions
of the past.

If you and I are to See anY long-range relief
from the energy crisis, why adopt policies tailored to
discourage innovation and priva~e investment?

Lest I sound totallY anti-government on invention
matters, let me say that government supported inventions, in
the past have. been productive. Morse's first telegraph line
was built with government support. The WriC]ht Brothers' air
plane received considerable support. Even the railroads were
built on land granted by the government.

I have tried to place in perspective the effects
of governmental policy on the workings of the patent system
as applicable ~o Imiversities. .

The universities really are in an awkward p~sition
with regard to patents. They do an enormous amount of
scientific. research -- in excess ()f$l billion annually. But
no university is in a position to capitalize directly on the
inventions that evolve from such research. That is, no
university is going into the business of manufacturing and
selling products.

The Only real outlet for the results of their
creative wo,rk is by way of a license to a company. This
requires some attention to patent matters if anything viable
is to be transferred.

As a closing point -- (this is to the letter, now)
I wish to say that We as taxpayers have a great national.
resouroe in the talents of the university research investi
gators and in their facilities.

\
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one. The copyriqht law ~Qrbids it.
the federal government the power to
itself?

The Constitution gives
grant patents -- but to
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When the government c'ioes take title to a patent
that is a little like you or I writing checks to ourselves
on ou;r own account. There may be a reason ~or doing so, but
it I S a little silly to think that anythin.g really tangible
is created in the process.

The patent only gives the patentee one right.
That is the right tQ exclude others from making, using or
selling the invention. To my knowledge, the gClVernment has
never excluded anyone, or at least did not until it started
to grant exclusive licenses.

I~ the government is going to continue to do
that, SOOner or later it is going to have to be prepared
to take the next step; that is, to sue infringers. Beyond
that, anY suit ~or inf;ringement is going to have to prove
c'iamages. HOw is the government damaged by such infringement?
The ultimate conclusiOns become absurd.

The real heart o~ mUCh of the fu;ror surrounding
government sponsored inventions is this: The fundamental
notion prevails throughout many fec'ieral agencies, university
cC»lllllunities and with some members of ·Cong;ress that because
any governmentlIlQney at all was spent on an invention, it
should be freely aVAilable t9 all. It is this n9t1on that
should be SUbjected t9 c19se scrutiny to see if it really·
serves the PUblic interest.

Firstly, the idea that everything Should be
pooled into a Cl'llmIunal storehouse where it is freely avail
able to all was tried by the Pilgrims. It did not work then,
and it wi,11 n9t work; n9w, and ~or precisely the same reasons.

Secondly, assume the invention is a new computer,
a new nuclear reactor, a new drug 9r some such, and is properly
patented, Now Y9U anc'i I and the milkman and your barber all
have the right, presumably, to a r9yalty free license under
that patent. But now that we have that right, what do we do
with it? The hct is that such a right is meaningless t9 us
as individuals, and such an invent;i.9n lI\ay benefit 9nl.Y a few
companies.

If they want it, why not let them pay f9r it? Why
Sh9Uld we?
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When I ftrat entered the patent business about
20 years ago, I went to work for Borg-Warner Corporation;
Borg-warner, ba!lically, was a !lupplier of parts and
components to the auto industry. Without patents to protect
what they made anCl !lold, thlllY woulCl have been skinned alive.
So I had tha benefit of having ground into me a very cllllar
concept of just where patents fit in thlll ptcture.

But then in 1965 I joined a company called
University Patents to work with theUniverstty of Illtnois
and a faw other universities on the deivalopment of inventions
that came out of their research. I h.ave to confess, and I
used to teach at the University, th.at this was qutte a ch.ange
in environment for me.

But nonetheless, we are' all products of our own
expertence. Whtle I have no particular brief for industry
h.ere, in my capac!ty, I h.ave to Claal with industry all the
time. I. think we have to give some concern to the way
industry looks at these things.

One of the qllestions I have is just how this
proposed policy is going to work in light of past experience.
We have quite a wealth of experience to draw on, although I
didn't come loaded with statistics, for which I apoligize.

To give an example, about a year ago there was
an article in the Wall Street Journal by Edward E. Davtd,
entitled, "Moon Technology Five Years Later." Now, I am not
a compulstve writer of letters to the editor, but I couldn't
resist this one. So I took it upon myself to respond.

As I said, this is over a year old, so you can
take it for what it I s worth. I wrote to Mr. Robert L. Bartley,
the editorial page editor. I said, Dear Mr. Bartley: This
is in regard to an article by Edward E. David that appeared in
your editrial paga Friday, August 2nd, entitled: ".Moon
Technology Five Years Later.- This was an excellent ,article
and did point out some of the problems in transferring tech
nology from federally-sponsored research into the channels of
commerce. Mr. David was correct in his observation that for
all of the billions of dollars that have been spent, there is
darn little to show that is of tangible benefit to the tax
payers.

Many companies want and need new products and
processes that might aid them in their business, and many
would li~a to taka advantage of the wealth of technology that
h.as been generated by this type of research. The real problem
is, how to do it.
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A fqrther 2lrqumEtnt aqai~llt qova:Jml\\~t ownEtrllnip
2lnd then qrantinq exc1ullive 1icenllell threuqn 21 lic~lli~q

proqr8l\l: "The PrQpolled Feder2l1 Inve~tionsAdministr21tion

vould certainly cost the taxpayer a qreat deal of money ~~

prQbably much more than returns from commerci2111y utilizeCi
inventions woq1d eVar hope to return in license fees and
royaltiell! Costs of policinq p21tent riqhts on the P21rt of
the GovernIl\ent.invo~vinqcourt ac::tio~s woq1d be tremendous.
Returns f~ nonexclusive licenses, eVen assuminq a wi~li~q

ness to pay a fair royalty (not more than one percent of
manq1;ac;:turer's qrosssellinq price) would be vary low. If
exclusiVe licenlles are to be qranted, dispos2I1 by public
pid wou~Ci pe the o~ly way to avoiCi favoritism and cOrruption
in tne Administration. Most of the patents would probably
still enCi up in the hands of the oriqinal developer with
only nominal retqrns over costs of administration." (P. 725.)

The stronqest eqqity arqument, at P. 742, aqainst
competi~q licenses: "It woq~d elearly be ineqqitable to
deprive the i~ve~tor~contractor01; an invention on the basill
that it fa.l~s within one of the cateqories of section 4(21)
and that he n21s i~suf1;icient equitie!l to retein an interest
therein, and then qrantthe riqhts to another person with
even lEts$ equity.

The best stateme~ttnat I re21lly feel is
applicable !lere, relati~q to monetarY rewards to an inventor

CHJlIRMAN JOElNSQN: X$ this near t.he end 01; your
presentation?

MR. loUKASIK: IC2ln summarize it then. It's
t.ake~ frQ1l\ a pqblication,Protection of Indqstrial Property
in the USSR: "Tne. Soviet syst$m pays much heed to the natqre
of t11$ work and intere$t of the inventor. A patent 1l\eans
the inventor woqld only obtein a return wilen he beqins
commercial exp10itat.ion of the patent. Asa result, inventors,
scientist.s, enqineers, are obU.qed to spend muCh. time and
affort on matters not i~ their line. Experience has $hown
sqch attelllpts often end in failure and dampened enthusiasm.

On the other hand, issuance of a eertific;:ate qf
authorship eliminates such a wastEl of time, enablinq tne
inventor t.o devote himself wnol1y to creative work."

I~ spite Of that policy, particqlarly in· Govern
ment employee matters, the inventor in the Sov1.et union can,

I
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the invention to his employer and (2) insist that the employer
take the required steps to protect his interest; i.e., file a
--~&-_I- ~_p".,! -.-b, ..! __ ... _.=1' ...-;::.ni""io...~......~.... ;g:::.. ;; _ ... \0,...; ~ ~~~?\ .;""n +On f-hlOopC1\-el1l;. ap .L.J.,CC&""..LU.ll Q.LlU _ _ __ iOJWw-''W '"'' ~ y_ -- .-.--

government.

Another great advantage to the public provided
by the proposed Technology Transfer program will be early
pUblication of the invention in an Abstract of New Technology
to be submitted by the contractor. Thus, while the
contractor's patent department is evaluating the invention for
patentability, the public will be made aware of the new
technology which mayor may not be protected by a patent.

If a patent application is never filed, the
invention described in the published abstract will be
dedicated to the public through publication. The public
also benefits from early publication of an abstract through
advanced knowledge of new developments.

As soon as competition becomes aware of a new
invention.which mayor may not be patented, they must either
design around the invention to avoid future patent infringe
ment or they must approach the potential exclusive licensee
for a license. One advantage of publication is the
stimulation of innovation through competition. The other
advantage is the reduction of duplication of Rand D through
early visibility of the technology -- There is no need to
invent the wheel again.

The Commission on Government Procurement also
recognized the problems of routinely taking principal rights
and reliance on deferred determinations and after the fact
disposition of patent rights. These shortcomings include
deferred utilization, increased administrative costs, and
a lessening in the willingness of some firms to participate
in government research work. The proposed revision is similar
to the "Alternate Approach" (Attachment 8) recommended by the
Commission and strikes "a reasonable balance between the
public and private equities involved and recogni zes the
multiple values in the public interest. The public will
benefit from a patent policy which not only promotes
commercial applications of the patents, but also insures
maximum public benefits from the expenditure of public funds."
(Attachment 8.)

For the above stated reasons, I submit the
attached model patent section for your considerati.on.
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(6) A system whereby federal R and D property
sought by private companies for commercial development could
be sold or licensed-to them for an &nount equivalent to fair
market value, and the same property sought by other public
institutions for dedication to public purposes could be sold
or licensed for half of the fair market value wherever
practicable. "

The statement goes on to support a "tit~e" policy
in most respects. In spite of its general support of a
government "title" policy, Senator Morse's statement contains
what I believe to be the gist of the proposed patent section:

"However, even if the subco\lUllittee remains in
doubt on this point, and believes that additional incentives
are needed, Mr. Chairman, I ask the subcommittee whether the
writing of incentive provisions is not a simple matter?
Isn I t it possible fora bi~l to provide, with great ease,
for furnishing contractors with incentives, and also protect
ion, by means of exclusive licenses to identified patents?
Could not these licenses extend for three to five years,
subject to renewal if the cotitractorshows he ismakitig an
effort to 'develop the patent? I submit that formulating such
a system would be Child's play for this committee."

"May I ask further -- would not suCh an approaCh
have the advantage of retaining our successful 'title'
provisions of the past, and the additional advantage of almost
unlimited flexibility in the future, as to the terms and
conditions of licenses to be granted?"

In view of, the statellient above, perhaps the
section should be entitled "Patent Incentives Provision"
rather than patent rights. I mention this because there are
several other, very important incentives contained in the
proposed section.

For example, making a monetary award to the
inventor would provide a residualinterestiti the invention
in the inventor's name whiCh he cannot dispose of. The
Congress thus re-asserts its Constitutional responsibility
to dispose of and make all needful rules and regulations
respecting the territory or other property belonging to the
United States.

Similar Congressional action may be illustrated
by the Homestead Act and the MOrrill Land Grant College Act.
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compiled a comprehensive report entitled "The Prospects for
Technology Transfer."

I respectfully submit the attached amendment to
Section 9, as my proposal to accomplish the wishes of the
majority of each of the committees which I have mentioned.

The suggested policy provides:

a. Clear guidelines for Department action with
sufficient d~scretion remaining in the agency making the
day-to-day decisions. Initiative in determining practices
and procedures remains in the operating agency who is most
familiar with the problems and needs of their individual
spheres of activity.

b •.. Need for exclusive rights -- Witnesses at the
hearings placed great emphasis on the role that exclusive
rights can play and have played, in stimulating private invest
ment in developing and marketing inventions resulting from
government R and D. contracts.

c. Allocation of exclusive rights at the time of
contracting is a great incentive, since it assures in advance
that commercial exclusivity is available; can spur acceptance
of government contracts in the first place -- applications to
work of the best commercial expertise available to the
contractor; and conscientious effort to accomplish the all
important. step of identifying and reporting inventions.

d. Pre-contract review is not required because of
the proposed deferred determination procedure.

Without going into the details of Technology
Transfer, I will now list the recommendations made by the
Select Committee on Small Business in their report:

"1. All federal agencies which support research
and development should:

(a) include a new technology reporting clause in
contracts;

(bl assure that intramural laboratories follow
a proper identification and reporting procedure;

(cl. separate, where necessary, the technology from
a security classified context, so it may be furnished to all
potential users;
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I am very concerned that you have been getting
some false information about licensing program.

AEC and ERDA have only granted one exclusive
license, exclusively in the United States. That was just
a few months ago.

We didn't grant any exclusive licenses to any
foreign companies in the United States.

I just don't know what information this was
predicated on, but I would really like to have it.

MR. ADAMS: I would be glad to communicate with
you on the subject. I will have Sparky follow up.

CHAIRMA.'l JOHNSON: Well, Mr. Adams, thank you
very much and thank the members of the. Council for taking
their time to follow the subject and give us the benefit of
their thoughts.

MR. ADAMS: Thank you.

CHAIRMA.'l JOHNSON: Our next participant is
Frank Lukasik, a patent attorney. He had a number of
experiences in the Department of Interior working on problems.
He is now a patent attorney with the Air Force. I gather
he is appearing in his private capacity here today.

MR. LUKASIK: Thank you. These comments were
actually prepared several years ago. This isn't the first

_time I have tried to convince a body that this is the proper
-way to handle inventions made under ERDA programs. My views
are contained in my -papers.

First I would like to read from the paper, then
go to a compilation of statements taken from some of the
hearings on the Federal Invention Act of 1966. In trying
to think of a name for this proposed patent program, my
first thought would be the "Patent Incentive Program." The
second possibility would be the "First Option Plan,· and the
third, as a government employee, would be a ·Use It, or Lose
It Plan. n

Mr. Chairman, in my 0p=:Lon, the patent provisions
promulgated by ERDA in compliance with the Act will not serve
their intended purpose. The major difficulty which I found
was that on the one hand they are attempting to attract the
highly skilled, innovative, research community to invest its
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Howevo r , there is a need to utilize ERDA plants and laboratories
to conduct work for others and the objectives stated in Section
9-.9.100, including th.e recognition that the pa t cnt; poLi.cy is an
important incentive in getting inventions to 'commereial utili~a
tion, should be taken into account when ERDA is the seller rather
than the buyer. It is difficult for a private buyer to give up
rights to control and own inventions resulting from work he has
paid for; nor is there a good justification for a buyer doing so
merely because the Government is the seller.

MORGAN, LEWIS a BOCKIUS

James E. Denny, Esquire - 3 - November 10, 1975
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Since ERDA recognizes that it must work in cooperation
with industry to obtain "commercial utilization of all efficient
sources of energy," I suggest that ERDA must also accommodate
the realities and permit private sponsors to retain the basic
rights to inventions and discoveries that they pay for.

In closing I would like also to note that so long as a
more liberal policy exists for privately sponsored work performed
in ERDA's Richland facilities than for such work conducted in
ERDA's Oak Ridge facilities, private sponsors will be naturally
inclined to choose the former. My client's interest is in getting
more private development in the Oak Ridge area. While we do not
object to fair competition by our counterparts interested in
Richland,we would like to compete on an equal basis.

Sincerely,

OSH/drb
cc: Mr. Thomas A. Hill
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Dear Jim:

I am writing on behalf of the Roane-Anderson Economic
Council (R-AEC) in response to the proposed ERDA patent policies
published in the Federal Register of October 15, 1975.

As you may know R-AEC is an organization of businessmen
that has been active for a number of years in seeking more private
industrial development in the Oak Ridge area. One of the Council's
long-stapding projects has been to obtain a relaxation of the AEC
(now ERDA) patent policy with regard to privately sponsored work
performed at ERDA facilities in Oak Ridge. Apart from the genc raI
impetus for industrial development and economic benefits to the
local area, the Council has been particularly concerned that the
patent policy enforced at Oak Ridge is more restrictive than that
permitted in the ERDA facilities at Richland, Washington.

From discussions with Len Rawicz I formed the impression
that the proposed new patent policy would recognize privately
sponsored work and provide for appropriate guidance on granting
waivers. However, in reading the published regulations I do not
find that this subject is addressed specifically and do not be
lieve the guidance is sufficient to eliminate the restrictions
and inconsistencies that now exist.

Section 9-9.109-6(a) sets forth the general policy for
waiver of patent rights under contracts with ERDA and section
9-9.109-6(h) states some examples of situations where a waiver
might be appropriate. Included in the examples is a situation

1
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The fact is, if granted an exclusive license, a
corporation doesn't really have a lot because we do not know
of a single instance where AEC-ERDA has backed up an exclusive
license when the company that had it felt that there was an
infringellient.

If such licenses are granted, it is generally
felt that it is much easier to get an exclusive license if
you are a foreign corporation than if you are a domestic one.

Finally, we can't help but think that there is
somewhat of a conflict set forth in Section 9-9l09-6e headed
"Content of Waiver Requests."

Part of this section states as follows: I quote,
"A full and detailed statement of facts to the extent known
by or available to the requester••• "

Then it goes on to set forth the infonnation that
is needed and it stresses that a full and detailed statement
of facts must be included.

Then at the very end of thi:s section it further
states, "All material submitted in requests for a waiver or
in support thereof will be made available to the public after
a determination on the waiver or request has been made,
regardless of whether a waiver is granted. Accordingly,
requests for waiver should not contain information or data
that the requester is not willing to have made public."

This really seems to present a problem. If they
want the waiver, they must submit total, complete information.
At the same time, whatever they submit is going to be made
public regardless of the determination.

To me this is a real Catch-22 -- a Hobson's choice.
Damned if you do -- Damned if you don't.

When a new, effective patent policy is finalized,
we suggest that a good step toward involving the private
sector would be to conduct a conference for the leaders of
industry to discuss with them commercialization and how they
can best participate in ERDA'S research and development
program.

Naturally, the best possible site for such a
conference would be Oak Ridge, Tennessee, with the large and
capable Oak Ridge National Laboratory, its Y-12 Plant, plus
the Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant and the fact that it

I
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What do I mean by different types of relation-
ships?

Let's look at three categoJ;ies.

1. There is the case where a private corporation
simply wants to spend its money to sponsor certain types of
research in the national laboratory. This is allowed where
the capabilities don't exist elsewhere.

If a company wants to spend its money to do this
research, then it ought to be able to get a waiver without
much troUble.

I know there are those. who will say you must
protect the government's investment. They have all that
money invested in previous work, in personnel and buildings
which are depreciating daily; and you have to figure and
weigh that against what the private sponsors paying.

Carried to the extreme, though, you can prove
that nobody has a right to a waive~.

On the other hand, we come back to the question:
"Do you want to encourage participation, or don't you?"

We think that if you do want· to encourage it, then
it should be a simple matter to grant a waiver to someone
When they are spending their money to sponsor research.

We have asked our attorney to study these concerns
and have included his letter to Mr. James Denny, which
suggests a solution for one portion of this problem as part
of our testimony.

In this letter we suggest it would be appropriate
to include a separate section in the regUlations entitled
"Patent Policies Applicable to Privately-Sponsored Work
Performed by ERDA at the Sponsor's Expense,· and that such
section provide for a full governmental waiver of patent
rights in such situations.

Where the privately sponsored work requires or
benefits from work performed by an operating contractor for
ERDA, it might be appropriate to reserve a non-exclusive
license to the government if the ERDA paid-for work contributes
significantly to the invention or discovery.

I
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Our next participants are Leslie S. Dale and
Ben Adams.

MR. ADAMS': Mr. Dale could not make it.

Statement on behalf of the Roane-Anderson Economic
Council, by Bell Adams, Secretary, before the Public Hearing
on ERDA Patent ~olicY, Germantown, Maryland, November 18, 1975.

My name is Ben Adams. I am a citizen of Oak Ridge,
Tennessee1 and I am here today representing the Roane
Anderson EconOlllic Council.

This organization is made up of private businessmen
in Roane and Anderson Counties.

Our organization was formed early in 1973 with
encouragement from the Atomic Energy Commission.

One of the main purposes of our organization is
to try to broaden. the tax base with increased private industry
in our two counties.

This would tend to further the goals and aims of
ERDA by making the Oak Ridge area less dependent upon the
government -- ERDA.

While our two. counties have now and have had for
many years a good industrial development effort -- the fact,
is that private industry has never come into our area in any
great nUmbers.

One of the principal reasons is that many industries
have been frightened away by the dominance of the single
industry, goverrunent-owned complex at Oak Ridge.

We have tried to appeal to industries who will
benefit by being near energy research and development such
as we have at Oak Ridge.

Through our initial contacts we found there was
a large corporation interested in financing research at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory. They were holding up, however,
because if a patent developed they would not get it.

As we made additional industrial contacts over
the next months and years, we continually ran into keen
interest in the patent subject.
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We have a lot of that. I don't know, I think it is
just human nature. If there is a patent# then that part of
human nature which makes t.hem want to discover things for them
selves has some theoretical commercial value.

I don't know what great advantage patents give
people, in practice. Infringement seems to be very easy, and
the recourse against it is almost nonexistent.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: So from that standpoint, patents
would not have the blooking effect you feel.

DR. DICKS: Well, I think they do have a blocking
effect. I would agree with you, but it is a complex phe~

nomena. It is not a simple, straightforward thing that one
can easily analyze.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Mr. Goodwin?

MR. GOODWIN: Do your objections go to the point of
saying the government should abandon all efforts to get back
ground patents?

DR. DICKS: No, but I think it should be nego
tiable. Highly negotiable. I think that negotiations should
be well understood by the procurement people in the govern
ment. There is no reason to say that government should
abandon seeking background data because you can sometimes get
it easily.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Mr. :Eden?

I
I
I
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MR. EDEN: Should those negotiations leading to
the taking of background rights include discussions as to
what royalty should be paid?

DR. DICKS:
is usually left to be
some unknown process.

This is an objection, that the royalty
determined later by the government, by

I
I
\

It would probably make it easier if you could
determine a royalty to begin with, but I don't really know
how you do that, on what basis one decides upon the royalty
on something that is probably not going to be applied any
time soon.

So I can see
would be in in deciding
time of contract award.

the difficulty that the government
What the royalty should be at the

But I think it would be helpful.
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But are you distinguishing at all, Dr. Dicks,
between background data and background patent rights, or do
you lump them together?

DR. DICKS: The patents are easier than the data.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: I see.

DR. DICKS: I think we do not have a solution to
the data problem. There is some possibility that you can get
a solution in any negotiation, to the patent problem.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Are there other questions?

MR. RITZMANN: Dr. Dicks, you have been talking
about the situation where the University of Tennessee Space
Institute has been contracting with ERDA. And you have been
subcontracting with subcontractors?

DR. DICKS: Yes.

MR. RITZMANN: Do you do any work with prilvate
industry in energy research?

DR. DICKS: Do we?

MR. RITZMANN: Right.

DR. DICKS: No. It tends to be the other way
around. They are doing work for us.

MR. RITZMANN: So you don't know hOW private
industry would treat you in a similar situation?

DR. DICKS:
contracting to private
It differs drastically

Well, I have had other experience in
industry. It depends on the indus.try.
from company to company.

MR. RITZMANN: Do they in general require back
ground rights .to practice patents that may come out of con
tract research you are doing for them?

DR. DICKS: No. As a matter of fact, we -- That
issue essentially has never come up. There have been agree
ments made on who shall own what portion of what patent
rights that are generated in work, but the question of back
ground data has not come up.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: George Kimball.
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DR. DICKS: Well, we have to have Government
approval. Of course, in the process we would negotiate with
industry, come up with -- The University was justsi.\uply a
go-between. we had no interest in patents or particular
proprietary rights in this.

MR. DENNY: If you t~ould come up against a problem
you would go back to ERDA?

DR. DICKS: Yes, we would go back to ERDA. At
unusual times we would have some three-way discussions.

As you know, in the contract procedure it is our
responsibility to negotiate the subcontracts. We are held
responsible by the Government if we make a mistake in
negotiating the subcontract and do not have access to back
ground data or patent rights because of this contract. The
Government can hold us responsible.

I think this never comes to light, but that is the
legal situation.

MR. DENNY: So if you modify the OCR clauses, you
must go back to ERDA for approval?

DR. DICKS: We must go back to ERDA for approval,
but approval by ERDA does not constitute responsibility.
In this situation you get from the Government, you ask them,
"well, may we issue this contract?" And they, the Government,
will write you a letter and say, "Yes, you can issue this
contract, but it does not absolve you from any responsibilities
that you have under your contract with us."

MR. DENNY: I mean apecifically, if you have
trouble with patent provisions, do you go to an ERDA patent
attorney?

DR. DICKS: Yea; we will call in ERDA patent
attorneys at appropriate times.

MR. DENNY: \ That is one advantage, then, I should
say, for new patent clauses, because ERDA does take the
responsibility if waivers are granted and you are off the hook.

All you have to do is pass them on.

DR. DICKS: That makes us very happy, but it does
not help us with getting the final negotiation through.
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just recently been published --

DR. DICKS : We were told that if we asked for
these provisions that we could get them. In other words, we
could have had a contract change instituted had we agreed,
and it appeared that the Government was ready to agree. So
we did review these new provisions and decided not to use them
in conjunction with the people that we were trying to negoti
ate with.

MR. DENNY: You mentioned a 9-month delay.

DR. DICKS: This is typical.

MR. DENNY: This is not all patents, I assume?

DR. DICKS: No, it is notl but I would say a sub-
stantial portion of it was patents.

Of course, a part of it is just in the Govemment
approval cycle. But probably about two months of that in
volved patents, seriously.

MR. DENNY: At the tail end, or have you had other
problems?

DR. DICKS: Those were the most important things
we had to negotiate, so they persisted to the end.

MR. DENNY: I don't know how you all do it, but I
know sometimes the Atomic Energy Commission put the patents
off to last and then started to work those overl and patents
took a lot more blame than if they were negotiated parallel.

DR.· DICKS: We started negotiating the patent
provisions in May, and just finished in November. We started
negotiation on the patents. There were other things being
negotiated. As it tums out, there were no problems in cost,
for example, in this negotiation.

MR. DENNY: Did that persist to the end?

DR. DICKS: I say there was no problem at all with
costs. Ii;. was just in the general proVisions, and the most
difficult thing was the patents.

MR. DENNY: The OCR patents clauses?

DR. PICKS: Yes, but we could have used these.
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going to know anything about it, it is going to b.e John,
because he has been dealing with us in the Office of Coal
Research for years.

I was always under the impression that the OCR
restrictions were much stronger than the provisions of this
contemplated policy, particularly as far as background is
concerned.

I agree it was much easier to negotiate because
in effect the Department of Interior at that time said, "Well,
either you take it or that is it." There was no negotiating
there whatsoever.

Possibly, with this newsituationbeing more
flexible than this, there might be a longer time in:terval.
on the other hand, I think you have a better 'situation in
sight.

Do you have any specifics, partieularlyinsofar as
background? OCR requirements were much more rigid and I
thought based on a much wider scope than these narrowly drawn
regulations we are talking. about here today.

In the case of an OCR negotiation , the negotiation
in general was much e.asierand much more rapidly accomplished.
I don't think I can think ofa case in OCR -- and, of course,
your experience is the widest -- remember any case where you
did go in and forcibly remove background patents from any
industry. I· don't think it ever happened.

What we have now is the threat that that will hap...
pen, based on the national need, of course, in the present
emergency situation. What I am saying is that in operation
in the past this has just never been implemented, but it
looks as if you expect to implement it now.

Our reading of this is that it is -- You know, we
were told that it represents an easier patent policy, but
that is not our interpretation. I think you will probably
have other people here today --

DR. FUMICH: I think it is a problem of communica-
tiona.

I
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survive in the engineering field without R and Dsupport from
the government. They just do not have the internal resources
to mount programs of their own more than twenty or thirty or
fifty million dollars a year.

As we all know, it is going to cost a lot more than
that to develop fossil fuel energy. So the point I would like
to make is that we are interested in the actual operation of
the system. Although the philosophy of the government acquir
ing all background patents might sound fine, certainly you
can get a lot of public support for that, the implementation
will damage the fossil fuel program.

There is aIle further point I would like to make.
Procurement is an unfortunately very lengthy process at the
present time. We are finding from the time that we make a
technical breakthrough to the time when we can begin getting
experimental data on the next stage, that this time may be
now as long as five years.

About half of that is simply paperwork delay. It
takes us under government supervision, is taking us currently
about nine' months to negotiate a contract for .anything over
a million dollars. This is just typical of what we observe
happening in the energy field. Part of the negotiation delay
involves'detailed negotiations concerning patents .and what
the. company keeps of that background data and What it will
have to surrender under what terms. So I believe this con
cludes the points that we would like to make at this time.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Thank you very much, Dr. Dicks.

I would like to ask you if your remarks are drawn
to the policy of Government acquiring background rights, as
you said, all bacj~ground riSlhts, as opposed to the clause
that actually appears in the proposed regulation, which is
a very narrowly drawn clause.

It really doesn't have the Government acquire
ownership or even a license for anything but the demonstra
tion plant purposes, and it provides only that under certain
specified circumstances, namely, perhaps, of a theoretical
nature, but still there , that a firm is not meeting the needs
in other words, is ac;:ting as a dog in the manger and sitting
on those rights and preventing the technology from being
exploited by anybody but that one company -- that only in
those circumstances would the Government exercise the right to
request licenses to be made avail~le to other parties.
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AFTERNOON SESSION

(2 p.m. j

CHAIR.'IlAN JOHNSON: If we can begin with our after
noon session, we will be running through until about 5:40 this
evening.

Our first participant this afternoon is
Dr. John B. Dicks of the University of Tennessee Space
Institute.

Dr. Dicks, we will be glad to have your presenta
tion at this time.

DR•.DICKS: I am Director of the Energy convees.Lon
Division at the University of Tennessee. We have what I
believe is the largest fossil fuel development contract at any
University in the country. We have $8 million to do magneto
hydrodynamic power generation research and development.

I would like to speak today about the relation
between fossil fuel technology and patent policy. We are
involved in attempting to implement Congressional and OMB
policy of negotiating contracts with industry which involve
various kinds of cost-sharing or participation. We intend
going to larger stations in this development process where
we are seeking some $20-odd million currently for matching
funds, and beyond that, in demonstration plant scale tech
nology.

If we follow OMB and White House policy, we will
be looking for something on the order of $400 million or $500
million. We are having some difficulty in negotiating con
tracts because of current patent policy; and as we read the
proposed new patent policy, it would make life considerably
more difficult.

Now, I do not think anyone objects to the govern
ment's rights to patents that are generated under government
funded R and D programs. I think there probably is not always
objection to the government having patent rights even where
there are large amounts of contributing participation. But
what one finds very difficult to negotiate is the government's
rights to background data and. patents that the government did
not pay for, and in many cases, that are the basis of ongoing
industrial profit-making enterprises. We are currently in
negotiations with subcontractors that are essentially super
vised by the government or certainly must require government
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I don't know of any situation whe~e patents have
~en put on thli! shll!lf,fo~ example, nqt used, becaulle of
some.oneis desire to ~~6uppre8aaii inv"ention. 1t The In'\-rentors'
Council investi(]ate4 many li.lucl,1stoJ;'iea. We neveJ;' found a
single case where a large corporation put "patents on a
shelf" because of sOllIe la~gemonopo+¥; position.

I thinlt I have said enough. I wou+d hope 1;he~

will be questions sol will remembe~ some of the othe~

things I meant to say. When Ihea~ talk about the Patent
System, likethlJ,t of Ms •. Till, I fed li.ke Ma~k An:tl,1ony
who came to the fune~al of caeaar ,

Thank you very much.

CH.AIRMAN JOHNSO~: Thank yqu very much.

Are there any qUlilstions at this time?

¥ou C9l11)?leted your rema~ks within the half hou~

allocated. We do have the benefit of other statements
made in othe~ fo~ums. We are glad you we~e able to come.

May I ask you, how a~e you finding the inven
tions coming in for evaluation and ~ecommendation to ERDA?

MR. RABINOW: We have gone through quite a few.
we didn't like, but we found two we like. They cOme fJ;'om
basement-type inventors who are, generally spea)ting, teCI,1~

nically untrained. They inventperpetualmot.ion mCt,chines;
they invent wave-energy machines that. cost $60,000 per
ho~sepower to install. They invent a g~eat many things
that aze tdvial. We try not to hu~t thei~ feelings,

But therewe~e two t.hatwe~e p~etty good. I
since~ely hope ERDA sUPpo~tll them to whateve~ extent it
can, hopefully with money. The~e is some possibility
that ERDA will sUI?I?0rt the inventions in othe~ ways.

I ce~tainly think that.if this p~og~am is suc
cessful, seve~al things we hope will happen -- We will get
inventionsf~omunive~sities and p~ofessionals so that we
shall get a bette~ .g~ade of invention and hopefully this
will ca~~y ove~·to othe~ fields besides ene~gy.

j
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Most of the
U. K., DeIUlla~k, Canada,
with ongoing p~g~ams.

wo~ld sUPPO~tS ·invli!ntions, Sweden,
Japan; they all suppo~t inventions
This is the fi~st time, I think,



I ~e~d t~e energy bill. Not~ing must violate
thlil <ll1titX'\1st l~ws. 1{ere is a set of new laws wl1icl1 are
quite ~clear, r~ther nebulous in their extent, which ~uto

matj,9~1J,y t;a~e precedlilnce ove~ tJu!!:lasic J,aw of theCOnsti.,..
tutiQn.

',l'here was r~ised today the question about
expedienCY versus pu!:ll,ic good. NTIS has this problem.
',l'l1is Nation~l Information Pessimination Group now l1~s

the rigl1t to file for foreign patents. Tiley· find· tl1eY
must beco!ll4'l "self-l;luPporting." So must thet Patetnt Off,ice.
It is expedient to say you are seJ,f-suppo~ting.

Tl1e f~ct is that the P~tent Office creates
~oyaltieS On w111ch We pay taxes <ll1dtl1ey they lUUQ~t

to S01\le 2Q times tl1El total cost ot t~e systeJl\; nevertlle
less, the Patent off1cemust beco!ll4'l "self-suPPo~1n9."
Tllet new bills. introduced s~y tllat ~fte~ a few yetars, we
have to p~y tWQ o~ t~ee thous<ll1d dol,lars JlIQre 1n
"JlIaintenance" fetes.

',l'het justifiCat10n for tlle mainten<ll1Ce fees is
p~rtly to make the Patent Office self-suPPOrting and
p~~ly to make pa.tentSnC)t being used go 1nto thepub11C
domain sO that more peoPl,et wj,l],use them. Th1s1ast 1s
pure UMdul,tetrated h09Wasp.

1 know w~at h~pp(!ns in .Ji:UX'ope. I often havetto
pay JlIaintEi!nance :f:ees. What happens is tllat as soon as I '
can't sel], a patent (they don't have to Whip me with extr~

tees; I try hard· enough) <ll1d w~en thet !:lill, to pay comes
due, J; drop the patent;.
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.J;t llas nEi!yer !:leEi!n a questiQnot royalties. If
J; can't; sel], .ap~tetnt; On an exclusivet b~sis, lcan't; sel,l
it ~t: ~ll. This nOnsenSe of ma~ing a Patent free so th~t

eVery!:lOdy will gr~ it; JUSt doesn't; happen. It did not
happen w1t;h l5,OQO Ge~patents; it is not happening
with 76,000 U.S. Patents.

My _t;c~ regul~tor took 9 YEi!~rs to sell. It
there weret ~fetesystem ~n ettfect, .lwould h~ve dropPed
it. My headlight dimmer p~tent h~s expired. Inetver sold
it, eVenthOug~ GEmeral Motorlil said 11; .W"'S 1;1:Ie bes1: t hi ng
they ~ad etVetr seen; Chrysler put it, in tlleir specs; Ford·

I
aftEi!r that.
an exclusive

assure you that not one has betenpicked up
God knoW$lthat if it is not ~ttractive On
b~sis, it; will, never be pi,*ed up. I

I
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music composElrs, too. He . Clap. get practic:ally life~t~e

protection.

B~t if I mUe sOlilElthing co;mpletelY.I1ew ap.d dif
ferent, I own it for 17 yea;J:'s. The more new at1d di.fferent
it is, the harder it is. to sell prechely because it is
new and different and thEl humat1 raee is a loweepass filter.
They likEl to "think ~roughn about new things. J;ly the

. _. .

time thElY filtElr it out, 10 YElars go by.

Indus.t~ is not likElly to ~SEl ~ry nElW things,
Elither•. ThEl govElrp.;ment supPOrts a grElat dElal of R andP.
I think this is p;J:'opElr. The govEl:rn;mElnt shou~d support
Rand P.

3:t is obvious that. thEl .Arabs have lElarnEld ElCO
nomics partic~arly sincEl thEly can also send thElir kids
to Harvard BusinElss School.

One of the ecoIlomic facts of life is that the
peop~e who sell oil will see to it that ~e cost of oi~

remains under the CQmllElt;itive CloSt of oth!!lr energy. That;
is easy to do ElVEln at $20 a barr!!l~.

So the goverp.;ment has. t.o sPElIId the money because
wind, wave, solar, geother;ma~Elnergiesare toO risky. I
can bet. that you (ERDA) can't. make a profit; in the next
5 or 10 years, but you shoul.<l. support R ap.dJ;l because you
know tllat in 20 Or 30 or 5.0 yearsthElrEl will be no oi.1 in
the world.

Whether in the histo~ of the world, 20 or 30
or 50 years are different numbers, 3: don't know. It.is
a silly question. In the. histo~ of .<!- .nation, a hundred
years is nothing. Therefore, the government has to do
it, knowing tllat indust~ c:ann,ot, shQuld not, can'.t afford
it. ERDA has to.

When PElople talk. t;hat somebody may get a
monopoly in the energy field, they are talking nonsense.
Nobody is going to m~e much money on this. Certainly
not big money. Oil will always be competitive for at·
least the lifEl of any patent grante<l i.n the near future.
In other words,if I had a wonderful invention on solar
energy or wind power,I can be sure the Arabs will read
about this patent and make sure their price is more than
competitive witll IllY wonderful invention.
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A free patent may be used if it is useful in
agriculture. That point Was raised by MS. Till, when
~hei~$.d· tt~at De1?aX'~lie;ntof A9r~Gu;;'~Ux-e fauna theiY don't
need to grant;. e~clus1ve licenses.

lI1.1t you can't expand the exper1ences af agri....
culture to the e~eriences of machine manufacturers. If
I am a grower Qf wheat and I have a hundred acres and the
Department af Agriculture deve~ops a better wheat, which
theY did, a whaat :free o:f /;lome particular peSt, I cannat
monopolize the· business. I can Qnly grow so much of this
wheat; and I want tQ because it makes my wheat crap more
cElrtdn.

aut l; certain;J.y cannQthave a time-limited
monop()ly position, andl; uSe that work nQt in. a deroga
tory sensa. Again,l; do not have an economic advantage
w,i~ lilY l1U1}drad acres.l; cOuldn't praduce enough wheat
evan. far the loca;!. commU1}itY, So I am g;J.ad tQ use the
paten.t of the Depar~nt of AgriCulture,

';L'hi/ilis nOt true, far e~amp;J.e, if l; make phono
graphs, ';L'here, if ~ llave a .patent and can make a better
ph()nograph than anYQne else, asI can, I start a company
and l; lose money. bu,t.~ eventually sell theth.l,ng to
lIarman-Kardon, Now, inStead of One compal1yproducing
good phonographs, there is one in Denmark.with a liClense
to bl1ild suCll' maClhines and a Japanese company Cloming out
with one aI1d an Eln91.isll ClompanY, and. eventually many others,

When my badCl patel1te~ires na~t .yaar, there
will be four compal1ies makingthesefanCly.reClOrdplayers,
lIowthe market will reaClt to all this, I do not know; but
~:t; i,s .01, better reClord player. l;t COSt me $730,000 to put
it on the market. l; wouldnQthave spent $730,000 of my
own money i:f l; didn't have an absolutely .l,mpregnable .
patent P()sition.

Then I hear s~ri,es about patents being inva;J.ided
by the ClOurtS. You have to get some liItatistics straight.
Of my ~09, not; one was held invalid.

You may say this is just. luCllt. lIut the fact is
that less than one perClen,t;of patents get; into Clourt. Of
t;hosa, a few getinvalidl;id because thare A:.:e judges in Some
distr;l.Clt;sthatsaytha,ta,ll patants are no \]ood. l;f you
have (lra~y j \1dgelil , you Ilat crazy dlilClis.l,ontl.
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I sold the foreign rights after some eight years
of covering foreign countries with patents and the device
went into four foreign automobiles.

In the United States, that clutch, outside of
the fact it started a new class in the Patent Office because
of the flood of improvement patents, was used very little.
It was used by a few companies; but, basically, it "died
on the vine" because nobody wanted to put up the needed
tremendous money -- and I mean millions of dollars -- to
develop the technology.

People who talk about the cost of a patent seem
to forget that perhaps 5 or 10 percent is the invention and
the rest is the sweat and blood to develop the secondary
things that make the patent work, the ten, twelve years
of development work, large monies, big staff, the "little
problems" that must be licked, the "Illinor details."

How do you seal the powder that makes the clutch
work? How do you dissipate the heat? How do you keep it
from settling out? How do yoU do all the things a clutch
has to do before. ·it be.comes a commercial item?'

ThegovernIllent didn't do it. Industry didn't
want to bother.

I was told if I could get my rights bac:k by
getting a special bill passed by Congress, then the finan
cial people would raise several million dollars so we can
start a suitable corporation.

204

For many reasons, I didn't want to do this.
.'"

I didn't think such a bill would have been
passed by Congress.

Besides, 1; was very happy at the Bureau of
Standards during my first reincarnation there. So I left
the problem alone, and the invention sort of died.

People ask about other statistics • What happens
to the patents whicha:re made "free to everyone"?

I have a statistic not brought up this morning.
During World War Two, we confiscated all the patents
belonging to enemy people. There we:re 15,000 of these.
These werE! not developed for weaponry; they were industria:!.
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ill involved in developing an invention, and l don I t e1tpect
to teach them toda¥.

So~ of our large corporationll have a Very
curious interest in the patent system,

l can quote three vice presidents of three of
the largest corporations in the U.S, who told me pri~

vately that if ,there were no patent system they would pe
deHghted,

One was a very large COl!lputEilr company, not the
one I wo:r1\:ed for.

Another waf! all automobile company, and the th:ird
waa a very large electrical company,

The:ir po:int was simple. If there were no patents,
the:ir marketing powers would Pecome even more dom:inant.
They do not make mOlleY on roYalties and patent e~changea.

They would not have,to do ,defena:ive research to protect
themselves against some poss:ipility that may arise :in the
future,. The:ir market:l.ng :is so strong that :if there welre
nO patent$ they woul4 not have to worrY about anyone else
enter:l.ng their fields, and they would not have tOlluPPOrt
sevezaj, hundred patent attorneys all over the world. They
now have to cover at least 20 or 30 countr:ies each t:ime
they get a valuable :invention.

These large corporat:ions do not depend upon
the:ir patentposit:ion at all.

It means that the large corporat:l.on would auto
maticallY win all competitions.

Mr. ~and of Polaroid could not filtart up a com~

pany if he had no Patent position.

So if patentS were abolished or made free to
everybody, it would ~an that there would be nO patent
in a commerc:ial sense. ltwould, perhaps, have some value
in defining the :inventor or perhaPS some h:istor:ical muse~
value so that we could learn later "who did it," put other
wille it would mean nothing.

POS:l.t:!.onfil.
:1.$ p",rt of

I $tarted two cOmpaniell because of my patent
One became part of Control Pat",. The other

Barman-Kardon.
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of my life in countries where everything was done by hand.
When I was lecturing at Berkeley about this subject some
years ago, one of the students saidl" tlWe have enough material
wealth; we flhould concentx-ate On the beautiful things of life."

I flaid, "Before you ax-gue with me about the
beautiful things of life, I fluggest you try an outside
toilet in Siberia at minus 50 and then talk to me about
material things vs. the beautiful things."

Anyway, since we have to improve the standard
of living, the question is who does it, how it is done.
We must understand the mechaniflm; otherwise, you get the
kind of nonflense we heard today.

The great inventions of our time are not made
by large corporations. ~arge corporations inVent improve
ments which are very necessary and very important. But
the great inventions of our century, that is, of my day,
your day, are not done by the basement inventor nor the
employee of a large corporation.

I would like to read a list pUblished by 'the
Ministry of State Science and Technology of Canada which
lists the great inventions of the twentieth century and
which were made outside of large companies.

I also had compiled such a list and have com
bined them. It is a long list.

Atomic energy, computers, vacuum tubes, xero
graphy, FM radiofl, laSers, microwave technology, penicillin,
radar, inlilulin, catalytic cx-acking of Petroleum, jet engines,
mechani~edwiring, fiber optics, magnetic recording, holo
graphy, oxygen steel making, heterodyne radio, PDT, strepto
mycin, gyrocompass, rockets, titanium, cotton picker, pacron,
liIhrinkproof knitted wear, ~ipPer, automatic transmissions
for automobiles, selr-winding wristwatches, continuous hot
strip rolling of steel, helicopter, mercury dry cell, power
steering, color photography (which is particularlY interesting
because it wasn't done by ma$tman Kodak but by two violinists),
air cOnditioning, Polaroid cameras, ballpoint pens, cello
phane, hovercraft, optical reading machines, long-Playing
records, magnetic Core memories, TV tape recording, foam
rubber, and some others.

These were all done by highlY trained people in
univi;lrsiti.es, 90Vi;lrnIDent laboratories, and small companies.
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CHAIRMAN JOHNSON; Our next gueflt i.s
Mr. Jacob Rabinow.

MR. RABINOW; I had what I thought Wafi a
coherent outline of what I wafi going to say this morning;
but particularly after the attack on the patent system by
the lafit fipeaker, ! am <lfraid the subject will change
slightly,

I am very concerned about the patent system,
not only as it concerns ~RDA and your particular problems
but as it concerns the general welfare of our nation.

! am concerned that it isn't doing well, partly
because! think the Depar1;ment of Justice, with all due
respec;:t to the member here, doesn't like patent systems
as a whole, Then there lire the lIlisinformed ideas ! have
heard here today <lllout making II a1.1. government-owned patents
free because that ifi fio~howgood for thepub:)'ic;:. One
cou:).d extend that to say that all patents should be free.

Of courfie, a free patent is nOt a patent. It
is justa beautifu:). piece of wa:).lpaper.

If you lIlake them all free, then you have rio
patent system.

! have heard a great many quefitions on statis
tics, ! am a walking statistic, I have lots of facts.

What happens if you have lIlandatory licensing?

Is mandatory :)'icensing in the United States the
fiame as it is, fOr examp:).e, in Gerlllany or Israel?

I will try to follow my outline on what I thought
was a coherent talk •. I will have to stray, and! hope you
will forgive m~ if I exc;:eed my time,

There are three ways in Which a country as a
whole can improve its standard of living.

I am talking about the total pie.

One is to rob somebody e:).se. That i$<I good,
claslOic way that has been done for m<lny, many centuries
either po:).itically, or by an army, or by economic meanll
by which poor people work for you and supply you with
goods.

198
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Page 14 - Dr. Roger O. Egeberg

6. Travenol advises that they see no significant advantage in
incorporating the zirconium phosphate sorbent system into its
existing coil kidney system. Rather, they suggest the design
of a new generation of miniature, parallel flow dialysis units
to be utilized with the sorbent system. Travenol is correct in
noting that Marquardt intends to employ existing components in
order to utilize the Marantz/Greenbaum sorbent system in an arti
ficial kidney device. We see this to be a significant advantage
in that it will make available to the public the Marantz/Greenbaum
sorbent system at an early date not dependent on the later develop
ment of components which Travenol feels might be more compatible
with the sorbent system. As previously noted, Travenol is not
precluded from developing an artificial kidney which incorporates
the Marantz/Greenbaum sorbent system which the public may ultimately
deem a better device than Marquardt's.

Recommendations

It is the belief of the Patent Branch and the grantor Institute
that Marquardt's request and arguments for an exclusive license
are well taken. (See NIAMD comments enclosed herewith as Exhibit H).
It is our opinion that the position established by Marquardt
Corporation through its initiative in funding further development
of the invention after Government funding ended should be weighted
heavily in favor of granting Marquardt's request. It is clear
from the facts before us that no other commercial concern ,was willing
to utilize the information available from the NIAMD contract to further
develop the invention. It can be argued that Marquardt
acted as a volunteer, and their request therefore should be denied.
However, we believe that the ramifications of such denial would
affect the public interest not only in this case, but also in
administering our exclusive licensing program as it relates to future
cases. It seems clear that there is a strong possibility that
Marquardt would discontinue the further development that they
propose without the guarantee of exclusivity; but possibly of more
importance is the fact that we will discourage future applicants
for exclusive licenses from continuing development with their own
funds of DREW inventions until an exclusive license is granted.

We further believe that the granting of an exclusive license is
a necessary incentive to providing the funding for additional
development required to bring the invention to the marketplace.
Assuming the $4,000,000 estimate for further development to be
approximately accurate, the request for a period of market exclusivity
cannot be deemed unreasonable.

I "
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Page 12 - Dr. Roger O. Egeberg

accurate, commercial introduction of a device which might infringe
the Marantz/Greenbaum patent or patent application would not
be forthcoming until four years and nine months from the issuance
of a nonexclusive license to Travenol Laboratories. Since it is
suggested that the exclusive license to Marquardt be for a period
of five years from their first commercial introduction of the
Marantz/Greenbaum invention, it appears that there would be only
a short period of time, if any at all, during which Marquardt had
an exclusive license, and Travenol would not be able to sell the result
of its research and development program. In light of the above,
we view Travenol's contention that the granting of an exclusive
license to Marquardt would substantially deter research in the area
to be without merit.

Additional Travenol arguments against the granting of an exclusive
license to Marquardt are discussed as follows:

1. Travenol's contention that Marquardt might discontinue their
development program because other circumstances may end any exclusi
vity granted by DREW, i.e., failure of the Marantz/Greenbaum
patent application to issue as a patent, is not considered to be
relevant. It is clear that Marquardt is willing to continue
development, if the license requested is granted, notwithstanding
the possibility that the circumstances mentioned by Travenol might
arise. Marquardt's concern at this point seems to be establishing as
much protection as possible for investing their risk capital.

2. Travenol contends that the passage of medical device
legislation may significantly delay Marquardt's development program
due to the requirement for additional clinical data. ·It would
seem that if Marquardt's program were to be delayed by such legis
lation, all other manufacturers would be similarly delayed, and
Travenol's argument is therefore not relevant. If relevant at all,
the argument lends support to Marquardt's request for an exclusive
license, since the estimate for the costs of clinical testing would

necessarily have to be revised upward.

3. Travenol suggests that the distribution and servicing
arrangements which Marquardt will have to make with a company in
the medical supply field should be firm prior to our granting of
an eXClusive license. Although it is agreed that a commitment from
a company to provide these services would make Marquardt's proposal
to bring the invention to the marketplace more convincing, it is
felt that obtaining a commitment for such aid prior to the granting
of the license is unnecessary and possibly undesirable. The main
purpose in granting an exclusive license is to create an incentive
in the licensee to seek whatever additional help it might need
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Page 10 - Dr. Roger O. Egeberg

Analysis
It is important to first note that the Patent Branch has made
no detailed investigation as to the relative capabilities of Marquardt
Corporation and Travenol Laboratories to bring the Marantz/Greenbaum
sorbent system to the marketplace. Neither NIAMD nor the two
corporations has raised the issue of capability. Accordingly, it
has been presumed, and past performance of these corporations
indicates, that either corporation, if it chose to do so, could
bring the invention to commercial usage. Indeed, as already noted,
Marquardt is in the process of testing protytypes of the invention.

·We view Marquardt's basic argument in support of their request
for an exclusive license as follows:

Marquardt has taken a basic discovery made through Government
funding, which the Government and others in the medical device
field refused to further invest in and develop to the point of
practical application, and invested their risk capital to bring
it to the point where it can noW be identified as having definite
commercial potential. Marquardt's desire for an exclusive position
appears best explained by the fact that a great deal of additional
funding is necessary to complete development and achieve commercial
distribution of the invention. Without the exclusivity requested
by Marquardt, they have no guarantee of recouping this investment
and making a profit if other concerns can now capitalize on Marquardt's
demonstrated success and enter the marketplace with a competing
device.

In addition to the above, Marquardt raises the interesting argument
that Travenol dominates the artificial kidney device market, and
that granting of an exclusive license to Marquardt would actually
bring competition into the marketplace, while the granting of a
nonexclusive license to Travenol would only enhance Travenol's
already dominant position.

We view Travenol's basic argument in support of their request for
a nonexclusive license and denial of Marquardt's request for an
exclusive license as follows:

The availability of nonexclusive licenses to all investigators
will encourage research, while the granting of an exclusive license
to Marquardt will substantially deter research in the area.

There has always been some doubt whether nonexclusive licensing
or dedication by publication of the results of basic research
would guarantee the necessary development to bring such results
to the marketplace. This skepticism was reflected in a change
in Paragraph 6.3 of Department Patent Regulations, permitting the
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Page 8 - Dr. Roger O. Egeberg

2. Travenol has estimated a development time of about four
years. A comparison of schedules shows that Marquardt will have a
significant lead time -- approximately three years -- to effectively
enter the market and establish a firm position before Travenol has
an opportunity to introduce a competing product. In view of this
long lead time, it is expected that Marquardt would reconsider their
threat to discontinue their development work if they do not receive
an exclusive license.

[Briefer's Note: At another point in the Travenol reply brief,
Travenol states that Travenol and any other licensed organization
will, of course, attempt to shorten their development programs
to minimize/the impact of Marquardt's lead and to more effectively
compete with Marquardt. It would seem that this statement obviates
the argument made above and lends support to Marquardt's need for
exclusivity to protect their investment.]

3. Travenol contends that a granting of a nonexclusive license
to all requesters will encourage research. It is submitted that
the granting of an exclusive license to Marquardt will substantially
deter research in the area. If nonexclusive licenses are issued,
one can assume that Marquardt will make the best of it by either
continuing its development, or by selling its proprietary rights
to another manufacturer. It is reasonable to expect that the results
of their effort to date will not be thrown away by Marquardt,
in view of the admitted potential value of their work, but will
reach the public in one way or another.

4. It has been argued by Marquardt that no other firm has
shown interest in the project, and because Marquardt has proceeded
with the program, they should be granted an exclusive license
from the Government. However, Travenol could argue that if it
and other firms had the full benefit of information gained from
the Government-funded program, as did Marquardt, it is probable
that Travenol and possibly others would have proceeded with the
development of the zirconium phosphate system at a much earlier
date.

5. Travenol indicates that if medical device legislation
is passed in the near future, Marquardt's development program
may be significantly delayed due to the requirement for additional
clinical data not now anticipated.

(
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Project Period and Cost
Phase II

Column design and test
System design and test
Final design and prototype

fabrication
Toxicity tests

Phase III

In Vitro test
Acute and sub-acute In

Vivo tests

Phase IV

5 - 19.5 mos.
13 - 23.5 mos.
23.5 - 25.5 mos.

25.5 - 26.5 mos.
26 38 mos.

.$107,000
40,000
21,500

11,200

i

i
!

IND preparation
Clinical trials
NDA preparation

32
34
40

- 33 mos.
46 mos.

- 48 mos.

2,400
200,000
10,000

Marquardt Corporation's B~ie~in Repl~ to T~avert6l's B~ie~RequeSting

a Nonexclusive Licertse

Marquardt's reply brief is enclosed as Exhibit F. In addition to
the arguments presented in its initial brief the following points
are raised by Marquardt in its reply brief:

1. Marquardt contends that Travenol's brief is merely a
technical proposal (not accompanied by supporting evidence),
which suggests a means of reproducing the research and develop~

ment effort Marquardt has substantially completed. It is contended
that Travenol could do this preliminary work in its proposal
even if Marquardt were granted an exclusive license. Travenol
makes no commitment to bring the Marantz invention to the market
place and therefore could abandon the effort at any point of time
for whatever reason it chose.

2. Travenol has indicated that it would not initiate its
development program until nine months after receipt of a nonexclusive
license from the Department. Furthermore, Marquardt contends
that by proposing a four-year schedule to reach the stage of develop
ment which Marquardt had reached in two years, Travenol indicates
that it does not intend an all-out effort.
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d. Establish production facilities and tooling to produce
the sorbent material, the sorbent cartridge, and the kidney machine
itself with the several mechanical components.

e. Provide for distribution and service facilities.

f. Establish a program to 'train technicians in the
operation of the Marquardt equipment. Marquardt anticipates
that with a prompt decision on the license, prototype machines
can be on the market by the end of 1971,

6. There is no assurance that any other company will succeed
in developing an effective sorbent at all. The award of a limited,
exclusive patent license to enable Marquardt to continue develop
ment would provide the highest degree of assurance of early
availability to the public of a proven device.

7. If it had not been for Marquardt expenditures, there
would be no commercial device in current production. Furthermore,
had Marquardt not been willing to expend these funds, there
would have been at least two years' delay in bringing the product
to the public. The original absorption idea produced under the
research contract was only an initial step and was useless without
the addition of other chemical treatment processes which Marquardt
has accomplished in its self-financed development effort.

8. Marquardt estimates that by the time a machine is ready
to be marketed, the Government funding will have been no more
than 3/4% of the total amount expended in the development of
the machine, with the remaining 96 or 97% coming from Marquardt
or its associates. Furthermore, ~he Government will be compen
sated for its investment by the royalty under the proposed exclusive
license agreement.

9. The granting of an exclusive license in this instance
will encourage private investment in the development of other
DREW inventions.

10. Marquardt contends that the granting of an exclusive
license to Marquardt will promote competition, while the granting
of a nonexclusive license to Travenol Laboratories would enhance
the dominent market position of that company in artificial kidney
e~uipment. Marquardt indicates that the artificial kidney machine
market is dominated by Travenol, with over half of the overall
market, and with most of the coil machine and replacement coil
markets. Marquardt's advent as a manufacturer of artificial
kidney devices should bring the usual incentives of competition
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On the basis or Travenol Laboratories~ ODJeCLlon, it was agreed by
DREW, Marquardt Corporation, and Travenol Laboratories at a meeting
on October 8, 1970, that briefs supporting the requests for licenses
would be prepared by both parties and submitted to the Department by
November 6, 1970. It was further agreed that, after review by each
party of the other party's initial brief; reply briefs would be
submitted to DREW by November 30, 1970. Both parties have provided
the materials deemed necessary, and it now becomes incumbent upon
the Department to determine which request it wishes to grant.

Synopsis of Marquardt Brief Requesting Exclusive License

The Marquardt brief, enclosed as Exhibit C, is 40 pages long.
Accordingly, for the sake of brevity, only the more salient arguments
supporting their request for an exclusive license are synopsized below:

1. Upon completion of the work funded by NIAMD, the details of
the basic invention were made available to industry through Marquardt's
July 1968 fin~l report to the Government and through technical
literature by the company's consulting medical authorities. At
the first Annual Contractors' Conference for the Artificial Kidney
Program on January 23-24, 1968,Marquardt disclosed the Marantzl
Greenbaum invention to the ten other participating contractors.
(Travenol did not have a contract from NIAMD at that time or since
that time.) See abstract of Marquardt's presentation, enclosed as
Exhibit D, Further, at Marquardt's invitation, representatives of
major producers and distributors of kidney dialysis machines and
artificial kidneys, including Travenol Laboratories, visited
Marquardt to review the company's development program. To Marquardt's
knowledge, no one other than themselves elected to undertake the
development ofa workable system based on Marquardt's discov~ry.

2. At the end of the NIAMD contract, the only real achieve
ment was the determination that zirconium phosphate could effectively
bind the ammonium ion derived from urea by application of ureaSe.
Although this discovery showed great promise for the development
of an improved artificial kidney system, Marquardt and the Govern
ment knew that it was still quite uncertain that it could be
sucessfully developed, using the invention.

3. Marquardt decided to continue the development of the invention
after discontinuance of NIAMD funding in 1968 for two reasons:

a. The company was confident that a workable system based
on the sorbent principle could be developed to meet a critical need.

b.
possibility
some degree

There were continued indications by the Government of the
of awarding Marquardt a limited, exclusive license to provide
of assurance of recovery of the company's investment.
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Page 3 - Mr. James E. Denny

In retrospect, it now appears that its decision was proper, since
we have no know'ledge that Travenol used the period of exclusivity
to Marquardt to develop a competing item since Travenol has not
approached us for an nonexclusive license to enable them to enter
into competition with Marquardt after the period of exclusivity
ended. Travenol's continued lack of interest in this invention
and Marquardt's marketing within ·the approximate time specified
in their development plan, would appear to justify the Depart
ment I s original decision.

Sincereiy yours,

Norman J. Latker
Patent Counsel

2 Attachments

cc: Mr. David Eden
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DEPARTMtNT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION. AND WELFARE

~FFICEOF THE· SECRETARY

OFFICE OF THE

GENERAL.CO~NSEL,

December 5, 1975,

Mr. James E. Denny
Assistant General Counsel for

Patents
U. S. Energy Research & Development

Administration.
Washington, D. C" 20545

Dear Mr. Denny:

It is my understanding that Ms , Irene Till testified before the Inter
agency panel formed in accord wi.th the Energy Research' and Development
Act of 1974 for the purpose of hearing public testimony on BillA's
practices under the patent provisions of the Act. In her testimony,
Ms . Till made reference to the grant by the Department of Heal.th,
Education, and 1I'elfare of an exclusive license to a Department
contractor notwithst.and.ing a request frem a third party for a, non
exclusive license. I understand that the examp'Ie was cited to illus
trate an abuse of the discretionary powers left to the head of all
agency under the President's Statement -on Patent Policy.

As you will note {I'm" wle attached February 22, 197.. letter to Congress
man Udall, Ms. Till cited this case during the hearings- on the Energy
Research and Development Act. I t is my unders tanding that Ms , Till
also cited this cas~ in arguments presented to a nu~er of Congress~

men in order to persuade them to join wi th Public Citizens Inc.
in two cases ul t i nately brought against GSA to enjoin Government;
use of 1:NO sets of patent regulations. As yOIJ. know, eleven CongI'ess-'
men joined in the first suit and seven in the second.

In order to _preclude Ms. Till's further traffickhlg on a distorted
interpretion of the facts, I am attachhlg a copyot the original
fifteen page briefing memorandum, supporting the grant of the
exclusive license. This document kas InMs , Till's hands prior to
her testimony before both the Udall Subcommittee and' your Inter
agency panel.

As will be apparent from the reading of the briefing memorandum,
the Department of lleal.th , Education, and lI'e1 fare made every effort
to gather facts prior to its dcrcrminat.i.on , Including giving the
public noti ce of its intentions and the right to obj oct. _ TIl" deter
mination was primarily based on two brf.efs Trom each of tho petitioners:
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We conclude this section by quoting the common-sense

observations of J. G. Chognard in a commentary entitled

"Patent Litigation and Validity,,15 which had been engendered

by previous Congressional concern over.the "high" rate of

invalidity of patents in federal courts. The observations

are as valid today as they were 15 years ago:

PATENT LITIGATION fu~D VALIDITY

176

The statistical study prepared by Hr. P. J.
Federico and presented at the hearings before
the Senate Committee on Patents, Trademarks,
and Copyrights, 84th Congress, 1st Session
(1955) shows that in the 7-year period from
1948 to 1954, 53 percent of all patents which
were contested before the district courts were
held invalid. This perjeatZy normaZ outaome
of Zitigation has been analyzed by eminent
writers who have ascribed it to various causes
ranging from an anti-patent attitude on the
part of the judges to sheer incompetence on the
part of the Patent Office. Hr. Arthur H. Smith's
recent article adds the thought that patent
solicitors are also at fault.

Patent Zitigation is not something peopZe engage
in as a hobby. The validity of a patent is not
generally adjudicated unless it is doubtful
enough for competent counsel on either side to
reach opposite conclusions. We aan therejore
e:r:peat that 50 peraent oj the patents be heZd
invaZid in the distriat aourts. The fact that
the actual percentage is 53 percent instead of
50 percent does not justify the flood of criti
cism and self-criticism that has followed.

15 Published in 41 JPOS 291 (1959).
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11
the Courts of Appeal in the period 1940-l97l,~~ may be

adequate for determining the characteristics of the popula

tion or universe of patents as a whole within statistically

acceptable confidence limits,12 depending on the nature of

that population. We emphasize, however, that that sample

must be unbiased, perferably randomly drawn across the

entire population.

It is precisely here that we feel the statistical process

involved in the present analysis breaks down. There is no

basis for concluding that the 1080 or 2149 patents adjudicated

(about 0.1-0.2% of the patent universe) would have the same

distribution of validity as those that are not adjudicated

(about 99.8-99.9% of the patent universe) because there is

no evidence or reason to believe that the selection process

by which the 1080 or 2149 patents reached the Courts

of Appeal is random or unbiased in a statistical sense. No

11 Drr.ingwhi.ch time (1940-1971), we have earlier concluded 60
70% of those patents were held invalid.

12 Experience indicates the validity of this statement. We make
reference to the Nielsen, Harris, or Gallup Polls wherein 1000-1500 of
the population is mterviewod , from which conclusions are extrapolated
as to the thoughts, opinions or other characteristics of the entire U.S.
population. On the other hand, pollsters are sometimes wrong, often
because they fail to take into account that the question being asked
of the sample is capable of evoking a widespread range of answers, not
a simple "yes" or "no" answer , The pollster should increase his sample
size accordingly in such a situation to reduce possiblity of error in
extrapolating the sampled conclusions to the entire population.
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Getting back to the statistics themselves,
I hope I don't shock you too much by saying
the statistics don't shock me. There are
a lot of good reasons for this, but in any
event, it appears that the trend has been
reversed, so perhaps the shock question
is a moot one:

The sample is too small;

Many patents are invalid;

The case on behalf of the patentee may not
have been properly presented;

The accused infringer may have found and
presented evidence of invalidity not consid
ered by the Patent Office;

The patents held invalid tell nothing about
the patents not litigated, but licensed or
otherwise respected;

Changes in economic conditions and business
practices undoubtedly influence decisions as
to whether to litigate or license;

Most of the statistics are drawn from reported
opinions, while it is recognized that unreported
decisions show a considerably Lower percentage of
invalidity, and there seem to be[no]statistics
on cases settled by stipulation; 10 .

and

Finally -- and this may be the most important
factor of all --

The Declaratory Judgment Act was passed in 1934 -
prior to that time only the patentee could bring
the patent before a court for adjudication.

10 The two Patent Office studies, fn. 4 supra. confirm
that unreported decisions show a considerably lower percentage
of validity (see fn. to the summary of the August 31 study,
reproduced earlier herein), and provide some statistics on
consent judgments. See also Federico, fn. 2. supra.

:
I'l~i f~··
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can be calculated from the data presented in Table 11 of

Federico, appendix I, that 3,240 patents were adjudicated

in Courts of Appeal during 1925-1952. From the additional

data that some 1,110,000 1cissue and utility patents issued

betwccn 1925 and 1952, it can further be calculated that

the patents adjudicated in the 1925-1952 period represent

about 0.3% of the utility and reissue patents actually

issued during that period. Over the entire period 1925-1971,

about 0.2% of the utility and reissue patents issued in

those years wer e adjudicated in the r.·ourts of A.ppea1.

It is in the above context that the comments of several

authors, on the question presented in the heading of this

section should be considered. C. Marshall Dann 7 has stated:
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The above table shows that, of the total 190 patents

held invalid by the Courts of Appeal, 30 represented a

reversal of an earlier District Court judgment of validity.

The Courts of Appeal affirmed the District Court judgment

of invalidity with respect to 160 patents, thus agreeing

with the District Court judgment in 84% of the total of

190 patents ultimately held invalid. Similarly, of the

total of 81 patents held valid by the Courts of Appeal, 24

represented a reversal of an earlier District Court judgment

of invalidity. The Courts of Appeal affirmed the District

Court judgment of validity with respect to 57 patents, thus

agreeing with the District Court judgment in 70% of the total

of 81 patents ultimately held valid.. Evident on its face

from the above table (and the preceding table taken from

the August 31, 1973, Patent Office study) is the fact

that more District Court judgments of invalidity than

judgments of validity were appealed to the Courts of Appeal.

That fact further supports the view that the mere statistic

of 70% invalidity of patents in the Courts of Appeal is not

representative of results to be expected in validity

litigation in general ..

!
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In summarizing,the results of its study, which involved

examination of notices received from clerks of courts under

35 U.S.C. 290 as well as reported decisions, the Patent

Office concluded:

The Patent Office views this study as far more
comprehensive and accurate -- particularly for
the time span considered -- than any studies
heretofore undertaken which have examined merely,
for the most part, reported decisions of the
Courts of Appeals. Those previous studies are
included as a bibliography to this study.
[The same studies appear in fn. 2 and 3, supra.]

It is to be noted that the percentage of liti
gated patents held invalid by the Courts of
Appeals (70%) in the five-year period 1968-
1972 covered by this study corresponds closely
to the invalidity percentages found by the other
authors mentioned in the bibliography for the
period 1940-1972. However, the inclusion in
this study of unappealed and unreported judg
ments of the District Courts* to obtain a resul
tant total rate of patent validity of approxi
mately 50% places the entire litigated patent
validity/invalidity picture in proper perspective.

* The Patent Office received no §290 notice of a Court
of Appeals or Court of Claims decision that was not
reported. It was found, however , that of the 368 patents
held valid, about 181 (approximately 50%) were the subject
of unreported District Court decisions. Similarly, of
the 357 patents held invalid, 28 (approximately 8%) were
the subject of unreported District Court decisions.

The following table appearing in the "Further Studies

on Patent Validity/Invalidity on a Circuit-by-Circuit Basis,

1968-l972" (published February 14, 1974, in the BNA Patent,

Trademark and Copyright Journal) is also of interest with

respect to the question posed in the heading of this section:

\
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II. Is the figure of about 70% invalidity

representative of results of patent litigation

in the federal court system in general?

At this juncture, it seems appropriate to ask whether

the 70% invalidity figure derived solely from examination

of reported decisions relating to patent litigation in

the Courts of Appeal is fairly representative of results

in inter partes patent litigation in the entire judicial

system. The results of the two recent Patent Office studies

earlier noted, fn. 4 supra, indicate that the 70% invalidity

statistic is not representative of final judgments of validity

or invalidity rendered by the judicial system as a whole.

Illustrative is the following table'appearing as part of the

Patent Office study dated August 31, 1973, and reprinted

in the BNA Patent, Trademark and Copyright Journal of Septem

ber 13, 1973:

\
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period 1953 to 1972. It should be noted that the line graphs

of % invalidity change erratically from year to year no

doubt due to the relatively small number of adjudications

each year. Nevertheless, the graphs do follow rather similar

patterns. All studies, with the exception of Gause~itz,

indicate that the holdings of invalidity by the circuit

courts appear to fall generally within the 60-70% range.

Tegtmeyer, for example, reports an average invalidity of 66%

for 864 patents over the period 1953-1968. Dearborn reports

an average invalidity of 57.4% for 734 patents over the period

1953-1963. Moxon reports an average invalidity of 67-68%

for 284 patents during the period 1967-1972. 4 Horn et a1.

report an average invalidity of 64% for 579 patents over the

period 1961-1970. Koenig reports an average 70% invalidity

over 1953-1957; 58% over 1958-1962; 68% over 1963-1967;

and a IS-year average of 65.4% for 854 patents.

Two conclusions emerge from the sum total of the above

studies, including that of Federico.

(1) Patents have not been invalidated by the Courts of

Appeal at any substantially greater rate in recent years

4 The recent, comprehensive Patent Office studies of court
determinations of validity/invalidity, published on September 13,
1973,. and February 14, 1974, in the BNA Patent, Trademark and
Copyright Journal, confirm that 70%~of patents litigated in
the Courts of Appeal were held invalid during 1968-1972,
inclusive.
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Several questions are presented by the premises advanced

by the Supreme Court and respective legislators:

I. Is the ubiquitous figure of 72% patent invalidity

in Federal Courts of Appeal accurate?

158

II. If so, is that statistic representative of results

of patent litigation in the federal court system in general?

III. Can the statistic of 72% patent invalidity in

Federal Courts of Appeal (or whatever statistic is accurate)

be extrapolated to, or be regarded as representative of, the

patent universe as a whole?

IV. On what bases are patents being held invalid in

the federal courts?

V. What evidence exists to support the conclusion of

the Supreme Court in Graham that there exists "a notorious

difference between the standards applied by the Patent

Office and by the courts" in determining patentability?

I. Are patents being held invalid at a

rate of 72% in the Federal Courts

of Appeal?

Turning first to question I. the source of the 72%

invalidity statistic appears to be Gausewitz, "Brief in

i
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As recently reported,l certain members of Congress,

proceeding under the assumption inter aZia that 72% of

the patents litigated in Federal Courts of Appeal are held

invalid, have introduced l~gislation designed in part to

overcome that situation.

1 In introducing S. 1321, Patent Reform Act of
1973, on March 22, 1973, Senator Hart made the following
remarks (reprinted in PTC Journal, Bureau of National
Affairs, March 22, 1973):

"Given its intended purpose, the
U. S. patent operation cannot be
described as a success.

156

* * 1: 1:

"Worse, patents are being handled
by this creaky system in such a way
that 72 per cent of those litigated
in the Federal Courts of Appeals
are held invalid, and fewer than
20 per cent of the litigated patents
are upheld as valid and infringed."

Congressman Owens, in introducing a similar bill in
the House on April 17, 1973, stated in even stronger terms
hi.s thoughts on the system (Congressional Record - House,
p , 2866, April 17, 1973):

"The patent system is very sick and
perhaps failing, and the results are
clear to see. Fully 72 per cent of
the patents litigated in the Federal
courts of appeals are held invalid,
and fewer than 20 per cent of the \
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U.s. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent Office

Address Only: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS
Washington, D.C. 20231

,
"

Date

To

April 3, 1974

: Commissioner C. Marshall Dann

From Gerald Bjorge and William Beha

Subject: Patent Validity/Invalidity study

Attached is the final report for Policy Planning

Staff Project 73-2, "Patent Invalidity Study."

The authors stand ready to answer any question,

you may have concerning its contents.

Attachment
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I believe that the mission of ERDA in promoting the commercializa
tion of alternate energy sources is best served when technology
developed at Government expense is available for use by the
public, and not reserved for the sole use of those contractors
holding ERDA contracts. Congress, in the Atomic Energy Act
and in the Federal Non-Nuclear Energy Research and Development
Act, has properly mandated that inventions developed at public
expense should belong to the Government. In my considered opinion
the purpose of the Government taking title to such inventions
is defeated if ERDA adopts a liberal waiver policy.

-t- t ([) Jk. G. RJ.~
Encl:
As stated

Copy :to:
Dr. Richard Roberts,
Assistant Administrator for Nuclear Energy

)
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The Federal Non-Nuclear Energy Act did not revise the patent
requirements of the Atomic Energy Act.

As a result of the Non-Nuclear Energy Act, ERDA issued new
Patent Regulations which include the following policy statement,
applicable to both the nuclear and non-nuclear fields:

"While waivers are to be granted only in conformi ty
with the specific minimum considerations and under
the carefully delineated conditions set forth in
9-9.109-6, it is recognized that waivers comprise a
necessary part of the commerc1al1zat10n 1ncent1ves
ava1lahle to ERDA. It 1S 1ntended, therefore, that
waivers will be rov1ded in a ro r1ate sltuat10ns
to encourage 1n ustr1a part1c1pat10n an oster
rap1d commerc1al ut1l1zat10n 1n the overall best
interest of the Un1ted States and the general public."
(emphas 1S added)

This policy statement and subsequent explanations of the new
ERDA patent policy by ERDA staff would appear to encourage a
more liberal approach toward the granting of waivers as a
method of carrying out ERDA's mission to promote the develop
ment of improved energy sources.

In my opinion, ERDA should not encourage waivers of Government
patent rights. Waiver authority should be exercised sparingly
so that technology developed at Government expense can be made
available to all segments of the public and not monopolized by
individual contractors.

Some contractors--especially large contractors--and the patent
lobby traditionally advocate that contractors should retain
exclusive rights to technology developed at Government expense.
They argue that without such rights, contractors will not accept
Government contracts or be willing to invest the necessary
personnel and other resources to do Government work. They
contend that few Government-owned inventions are used in comparison
to privately-owned inventions, and that granting exclusive
rights to contractors will encourage private investment, speed
up commercialization, enhance competition, and encourage maximum
industrial participation.

I believe these arguments are invalid for the following reasons:

a. The opportunity to make a profit, and to develop at
Government expense additional technological capabilities that
will better enable them to obtain future contracts should be

2
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As a res~lt of the license NIH or HEW gaVe, it
increased competition 1n that particular item 100 percent,
by thefa9t that there are now two suppliers for that
instead of one.

I think it is extremely important to be clearly
set forth in the record for this gro~p.

(Doc~ents from the DHEW pertaining to this
license are included at the end of Ms. Till's testimonY.)

CHAI.RMAN JOHNSON: Are there any other q~estions

at this time?

We appreciate very much your coming and giving
~s yoUr views.

Thank yo~ very much.

148
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Wo~ld you argu~ tnat w~ hav~ a d~ty to follow
every one of those ic:'!eaa and develop them? One of olJ,r
prob],~ms ~~ w~ naVel many ~- i.I> what to <io abo~t by~prod~ct

~nv~nt~ons that are ma<ie that privat~ firms may wish to
d~v~lop.

What should b~ our pract~Ce witn regard to that?

146

MS. TlLL: I g~ess mOst of my ElxpElrienc~ has been
with tne inventions tnat hav~ come OUt of tne Departm~nt of
Agr~cUlture an<i HEW.

In the f~eld of energy research the problem is,
of course, comp],ioated by the fact that giant corporations
already sitastri<i~ tnis in<ilJ,stry; an<i it se~ms to m~ it
will be very <iiffioult to <ievelop any policY granting exclu~

s~ve rights whicn won't furth~r strengthen and enhance their
position.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Take the dev~loping ind~stry

of solar h~ating and qooling wnere a ],argeproportion of
the firms now comPeting for business from ERDA are small.
What should be our Patent approach to thOse firms?

MS. TILL: YOU mean Small firms are giVen sub
stantial research contracts; i$ that What You are saying?

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Yes, tneYare going to be
given funds to <ievelop their i<ieas in tne field of solar
heatingan<i cooling in a competitive mode. Different
ideas are going to be finance<i at the same·time.

What should be our position with regard to patent
rights in those companies?

Again, Should we <iistinguish between large com
panies and sma],l companies, and hoW would we <io that?

MS. TILL: It seems to me that th~ particular
problem you PoSe is rather unlikelY, beCause our history
has been, whenyou],ook at the fig~res on DOD research,
that Rand D contracts in terms of dol],ar expenditures -~

99 percent, som~thing lik~ that -- go to large corporation$.

I SU$pect ERDA will nav~ $omething of the $lame
exp~rience. l hope I am wrong.

CIl1\,IRMAN JOHNSON: I am talking about a program
currently un<ierway in Which half the money is going to be
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MR. EDEN; Is it not true that in the case to
which you have made re~erence the company which applied
for ~he no~exclu6ive license was the dominant company in
the induli1try?

MS. 'I'IJ;.J;.; I have the impx-essi:on it is an
industry in whichthex-e ax-e lax-ge and li1mall companies
and that the small ones are prospering.

MR •. EDEN; Perhaps we can add for the ~ecord what
the facts were in that case.

(Documentli1 from the DHEWpertaining to this
license are included at the end of Ms. 'I'ill's testimony.)

But I don't think I have yet gotten a satisfactoX'Y
anSWer to my propos~l thatgoveX'nment-owned patents, whiCh
have been available for nonexclusive licensing for a period
of two years with no takers, be offered for exclusive
licensing on the theory that they are probably uSeless?

Would you have anY objection to an arrangement
along those lines?

MS. 'I'IJ;.L; Well, I see a problem, really, in
such a government Rand D policy, particularly where such
vast amounts, say, $20 billion, and this will rise to God
knows what level --I see a problem. It means that the
government will expend veX'Y substantial sums for the initial
research and then will turn it over almost invax-iably to a
large corporation for commercial development and exploita
tion. All of the exclusive licenses that have been asked
for in the Department of Agriculture were by very large
firms, Upjohn, and so on.

'I'he net effect of that policy is really a kind
of subsidization of the research of very large firms, because
they become the inheritors. And this is a very bad policy,
it seems to me, if we do wish to maintain a competitive
economy in this countX'Y.

MR. EDEN; J;.et me try rephrasing the question.

We have a situation presently where there exist
26,000 government-owned patents. 95 percent of them are
not being used, to the best of our information.

But that is the policy w~ich you are advocating
across the board ~or ERDA and other agencies?

,
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MS. TILL: You £lay he wil.l. be nere thiE! afternoon?

MR. EDEN: Nc:>, I £lay I hope he wiU. I have the
£lame probl.em With the quotations you hav~ taken from
Senator McCl.el.l.an and ~rofessor Barber.

Have you dOne any investigation on your own to
Verify the statement that about 72 Percent .of the chal.l.enged
patents are ul.tim~tel.y decl.ared inval.id by the courts?

MS. TILIo: Wel.l., Senator McCl.el.l.an, whom we can
presume is a reasonabl.y honest man, said that his staff
had made such an e~amination.

MR. EDEN: I bel.ieve that Senator McCl.el.l.an was
referring sol.el.y to caSeE! whieh reacb,ed the Courts of Appeal.s.
If one e~amineE! the total.ity of l.itigated cases, incl.uding
those which terminate in the l.ower courts, one finds tb,at
appro~imatel.Y 50 percent of challenged patents are held
val.id and 50 percent invalid. Under the circumstances, it
may be preferable if I undertake to E!upply copie$ of the
source material.s which I have in mind for inclusion in
the record of these proceedings.

(Patent Office Patent Val.idity!Invalidity Study
is included at the end of Ms. Till's testimony.)

You nave e~ressed a personal. preference that
the government l.icen$e it$ patents on a none~clusive ba$is.

What percentage of the patents presently available
for l.icensing On that ba$i$ are actual.ly being utilized by
indU$try?

MS. TILIo: I am sorry.

I woul.d e~ect Mr. Denny might be able to answer
that.

MR. EDEN: I'm $ure he would, al$o.

The difficulty may reside in your not appreciating
now low the percentage real.ly iE!.

MS. TIIo:r.: Tne preViouE! speaker fromM.I.~., I
think, £laid that there are many suggested inventions whieh
actually do not turn out to be cOllllllerciaUysuccessful.

\



pos~t~on and has he put in a lot of money in advance, or is
it an entirely virgin field? Does it involve, say, the
health of the general public?

There are all kinds of aspects to he taken into
account.

So to answer quickly and to the point, I think,
would be very difficult.

CHAIRMAN JOHNSON: Mr. DennY.

MR. DENNY: I am glad to hear you make those
statements because those are some of the considerations
that are in our Act that we have been asked t.o look at in
such situations.

You have quoted Acimiral lUckover here.

I have noticed the inclusion of such statements
"where the govermnent money is used to develop"; "where the
government ill fullY paying for the invention"; leaving the
question perhaps open to whether there is cost-sharing.

I would like to ask you to comment on something
that is quite frequently stated in the compulsory licensing
area.

It has been stated that if you eliminate the
Patent system altogether, or if you require compulsory
licensing across the board, that your larger firms would
be in a much preferable position in order to commerciali~e

technology because of their superior marketing power.

Would you comment on that, Please?

MS. TILL: Well, it seems obvio,us to me that if
a development is going ,to be made available on an exclu.sive
basis only to those who can afford to put the mOney into it
(and as was pointed out this morrii,nc;j, in some eases that may
be a rather Ilubstantial amount),t.hen it seems to me agai,n
that what our government policy amounts to is financing
the in~tialwork, perhaps SOIllEl of the hai'd, dirty, innova
tive work, and then tJU'ning over that as a gift to large
corporations, strengthening theirprivat.epositi,on in the
markEltPlace.

It seemll to me thi,s policy has a very devastating
effect upon our whole notion of a competitive economy,
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in the hands of private companies-the Authority's task would be
to stimulate exploitation through all manner of affirmative actions.

Siuee ID48 an agency of this type has existed in Great Eritain->
where it bears t.he title of the National RCRen.rch Develonment Cor
poration and has as its chief statutory functiou vthe development or
-exploitation of inventions resulting from public research." It hns had
its greatest success in respect to the computer industry, which it ac
tually brousrht into beins. But it has also played a significaut role
in the com~nercial development of drugs ·originating in the Brit
ish universities, not to mention fl, number of mundane products. The
.corporation continues to support. development work on a new type
of cathode tube for color TV and 011 the Hovercraft, A portion of
its oneraJing hudfl;et has been covered through t.he royalties it has
.colleeted fOl' the licensing of several patents under its jurisdiction.

Besides accomplishing quicker and fuller development of our now
largely unused but taxpayer-sponsored inventions, an Inventions De
velopment Authority could charge royalties for licensing its patents
(only, of course, if the United States were to take title to such in
ventions, as I believe it should). This might well generate fL sizable
amount of revenue, sufficient to, at least, in part defray some of the
heavy cost of our $15 billion a year research effort. The British
Government, for example, made a very substantial gain on the royal
ties it collected from the licensing of the Viscount patents. The pos
sible American parallels are obvious. .

Mot-e importantly, by diffusing widely the knowledge now locked up
in the vnults of a. n~.bt.iv('ly few corporations an Inventions Develop
merit Authority could tend to mitigate the trend to concentration now
discernible in Government research. By involving more pnrticipnnts
in the exploitation of the most revolutionary types of scientific infer
mat.ion we. could broaden our base of Government contrnctinrr and
open up the markets of tomorrow to large numbers of business 'firms,
bi~ and small, situated throughout the Nation, rather than permit them
to tJC dominate-d by the few fa-vored giants who presently do 1110St of
our research sud development.

By tnking tit.le to patents where its resources represent the primary
c-ontribution and by establishing R new independent. agtmcy to exploit
the technical information and inventions generated by federally fi
nanced scientific programs the Government, meaning essontially the
Congress since legislation "ill be necessary, could insure that the
fruits of our $15 billion a year in research expenditures inure to the
benefit of the general public.

o
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the inventions made with Government research funds are lying dor
mant. If this situation is to be corrected, two steps must betaken :.
(1) the Government must. retain title to ali inventions which arise out
of research it has financed; and (Z) a new agency must be created
an Inventions Development Authority-s-and charged with developing:
these inventions and the related information as promptly and as com
prehensively as possible.

A few data will suggest the extent to which new inventions, origi
nating in Federal research programs, are presently simply collecting'
dust. Between 1946.and 1959, according to the 19M patent founda
tion study, ·about'32,OOll."'ptUents were issued on inventions originating'
in federally financed rese",rch, largely through expenditures of the
Department of Defense. Title to 23,000 of these patents was assigned
to their private developers; the AEO acquired an estimated 2,500 of
the patents; most of the remaining J?atents were obtained by Govern
ment agencies (including DOD, which, as of 1959, owned some 5,500'
patents).

Yet, of ·the sizable number of inventions that have been made as a
result of Government research since the end of World 'IV",rIll a dis
appointing proportion has actually been put to use. Of privately
owned patents pertaining to inventions falling in this category only'
13 percent have even been licensed. The AEO, which has more than
2,500 patents in its inventory, has done somewhat better-issuing
licenses on more than half (still, though, this is beneath the 55-6.5per
cent utilization rate which is applicable in the case of privately de
veloped and owned inventions). As for patents held by the Defense
Department the rate of licensing is unknown, .but presumably it is
also low, well beneath 50 percent. Data of this sort, of course, are
subject to various distortions: for one thin" DOD's patent portfolio,
at least as it respects inventions made by private contractors, is likely
to he of poor quality or otherwise the companies concerned would have
taken out the patents themselves; for another, many Government
owned patents are used with impunity and without license application
since the Government has a policy of. not suing for infringement; as.
well, many of. the products and discoveries made in the performance
of space and defense related research 'are not. easily put to use in com
mercial markets-they may require additional research and modifica
tion before they can be adapted to civilian pursuits. Nevertheless,
these statistics are suggestiveand support the conclusion that most of
the inventions stelnmlng from Government research remain lln
ntilized-thev represent little more than ideas which are filed away in
the recesses of private conce,rns and Government agencies.
If this steady flow of scientific information and inventions is to

be put to use, it will require an entirely new institutional arrangement.
At the present time there is simply no organization, in or out of Gov
ernment, whose principal job it is to collect, analyze, disseminate, and
exploit the multitude of discoveries emanating from the Govern
ment's truly massive and unprecedented research effort.• Those agen
cies spending most of tho research money, namely the Defense Depart
ment and NASA, are entirely concerned with accomplishing their
primary missions of national security and space exploration.
Whether one agrees with their point of view or not is unimportnnt-e
the filet is that neither of these organizations has or will devote any
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are obvious: The Government pays the costs, so there is no significant
risk of loss, and, if a discovery is made-if a Hew product or process is
perfected, the firm will have an "inside track" for follow-on produc
tion awards in the military areas and for-later commercial exploit.ation..
Indeed, most firms are so anxious to obtain research work that they
originate a JarQ:e portion of all experimental projects; they, not the
Government, submit proposals. This, I think, is an index of their
intense interest in R. & D. contracts-something .which a shift from
a license to a title policy is very unlikely to moderate and which will
exert a powerful constraint against cost' increases.

Yet even if there were some increase in R. & D. costs as a conse
quence ot adopting the title policy, it would be wortp. it. We:ue
now paymg·a 'heavy pl'lce through the waste inherent m not makmg
full use of the scientific information that has been accumulated'
through past Government-financed R. & D. projects. Besides, by per
mitting development to take place under monopolistic conditions a
higher total cost results. Finnlly, if it were to hold the title to
patents, the Government would be in a position to seek royalties in
certain cases and recover some portion of our heavy research out
lays. The United Kingdom, as an instance, recovered several times
over its initial investment in the construction of a prototype for the'
Viscount plane.

In the last analysis, taking into account all factors, any attempt to'
calculate, let alone predict, whether a uniform patent title policy
would reduce or increase costs is fraught with the utmost difficulty.
Certainly, though, the evidence is not such as to warrant deciding
against such a chanze in policy on this basis. And since on other
grounds a title appr~ach seems to have considerable advantages, thee
change properly should be made.

OONOLUSION

The case for the Government's retention of the title to inventions'
. arising in the course of taxpayer-financed research is overwhelmingly

persuasive. By keeping the title to these inventions (and note that
my emphasis here is On keeping the rights which the law says the
Government possesses, absent a giveaway contract provision to the
contrary) the Government would be putting itself in a position whore
the pertinent discoveries and related technical knowledge could be
expeditiously put to the good of the society at large. Giving the title
away: aside from' cases where the contractor has made the primary
contribution, impedes the diffusion of knowledge, hampers develop
ment, and permits the titleholder to levy a toll Oil the public for using'
an invention which they have already financed. Retention of title is
not in itself enongh, as I point out in the next section, but it does
permit the Government to go about the job of development and patent
exploitation in a manner consistent with its obligation to the public.

In the face of this conclusion, I am naturally disturbed and shocked'
at NASA's announcement that it will shift over to DOD's patent
giveaway. Such a change in policy is, in my judgment, unwise, in
consistent with the apparent legislative intent, and contrary to the'
public interest,

In adopting the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 Con-
gress seemingly wished to create a presumption in favor of the Gov-·
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The history of inventions is replete with instances where competi
tion has stimulated the development of inventions, Take the case of
the catalytic cracking of petroleum. Here the major pioneering work
was accomplished during the 1920's by a Frenchman, Eugene Houdry,
who solved the' critical. problem of regenerating the catalyst as well
11S discovering new and better catalytic agents. Houdry offered to
sell his process to the Anglo-Iranian Oil Co., but they were not
interested. Fortunately, however, other concerns were willing to make
investments with a vic;'? to development-c-a fine demonstration of the
a~vallta.gesof !la,ving a number. of -p:u:ticipants .. In Hmo the.Vacuum
OIl Co. orgamzed, with Houdry, the Houdry Process Corp. But
Vacuum (later Socony-Vucuum) decided finally that the technique
had no commercial futuro. Then the Sun Oil Co. agreed to finance
further development and after 2 years and additional experiment at
a cost of over $2 million Houdry's method of regenerating the catalyst
was perfected. This spurred on other oil companies, most notably
Standard of New Jersey and Phillips, to produce still better catalytic
cracking methods.

Fluorescent lighting provides another example. In this case Gen
eral Electric scientists had made important advances in the art in
the late 1920's, but the company did not develop them-until, that is,
some smaller European corporations had entered the commercialmar
ket with fluorescent lamps lor generulIighting, One could readily
cite other similar case instances attesting to the role which competition
has played as a goad to the development of new discoveries-to men
tion a few: Synthetic detergents, insulin, the cottonpicker, magnetic
recording, shellmolding, xerography, and titanium (with details as
to their development available in Jewkes' valuable study, "The Sources
of Invention").

Compulsory licensing decrees in patent antitrust cases in the. United
States also demonstrate the contribution which competitive rather
than monopolistic development affords. . In 1952) for instance, Du
Pont and Imperial Chemical Industries were required by court order
to license a key patent in the polythene field. By 1959 Du Pont had
issued some 264 licenses. The result has been substantial entry into
the polythene and related markets. In the Besser ease the defend
ants were found to have conspired to restrain and monopolize trade
in the sale of concrete-blockmaking machines. The court required
them to license the pertinent patents. Other firms promptly entered
the field and an officerof one has made this comment:

With our innovations in the manufacturing of block machines 'and our method
{)f operating, it is possible fol' us to deliver this machine to the blockmaklng
Industry for $32,000 with many improved features, as compared to Besser's
price, before the suit, of $53,000. Our cost of this machine is approximately
$22,000, which gives us ample profit.

Similar, though perhaps less striking, results have emanated from
the licensing decrees in the Phillips S(J'/'e1O, Techrdoolor, and Eastman
Kodak color film processing- cases. The lessen is obvious: To gain the
fastest, broadest based, and lowest cost development of new diseov
cries, competition, not monopoly, is the answer. It forces develop
ment. By contrast, the monopolist is free to proceed at his own paee
(Which frequently is Iethargic) and ~n his own t!,rnJs; he is in a posi
tion to levy a toll since he IS not subject to the rivalry of other firms.
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In view of the fact that the element of risk in Government research
work is absent, the.re is no compelling reason for permitting private
firms to take tit.le to patents Oil their discoveries-s-unless, of course,
they show that they have actually provided the major contribution.
Nor in any other sense would it be "unfair" or "inequitable" if the
Government were to take title to these discoveries. Actually, if it were
to do so, the Government would only be following the same policies
that employers already invokein the case of their own employees, It
is a common practice for a business which is a..'1gaged in research to
require -its scientists to assign to the finn the patents on new inven
tions which they make or reduce to practice in the course of thair
employment. Naturally, this makes good sense, from the employer's
point of vic,v,

But what is true of the relationship between a private employee
and his employer is also true of the Government and its contractors,
There is no sound basis for distinguishing 'between them on the speci
ous though frequently urged ground that a contractor has no assur
~nce of. continued work wit.h the Government'rwhereas an employee
IS certain of employment WIth Ins company. ndeed, I would argue
that those research ooritractors doing the bulk of the Government's
exploratory work have an even greater sense of security than do their'
scientific employees.

Even where there is no contract which cxplicitly delineates the
relative rights of employer and employee in inventions by the latter,
the courts over the years have evolved a doctrine that would have the
effect of giving the Government the right to patents on inventions
made in the )2erformance of research contracts. If one is hired to
perform specifically identified research and in the process makes an
invention, the Supreme Court. has ruled that the inventor may be
compelled to turnover his rights to the one for whom he did the work.
fjtanda.:d.Parts.o.0m1!any v. Peek, 264 U.S. 52. (1923). Likewise, in
Its Dub2her decision 11l 1933, tho Court recogmzed that an employer,
Government or otherwise, is entitled to the entire interest, not just a
license or right to use without royalty, in any invention made by an
employee (which by inference should include a contractor) in ful
filhnent of a specific research assignment, United States v, 'Dubilier
Oondeneer Oorporation, 289 U.S. 178 (1933). Suffice it hcre to say
that virtually all Government research contracts mark out clearly the
nature of the project; this is essential, for otherwise neither party
would know what. costs are pertinent. to the grant and hence to bere
imbursed by the Government. Since the work is thus well defined and
one of the 'go"ls is to invent, the Government would, under exist.ing
judicial precedents, normally be entitled to the patents and other
rights in any inventions made during the performance of the contract
if it wishcd to assert its claim. Accordingly, it is a misnomer to
speak of ths contractor's patent "rights" In inventions which he
makes-he has no "rights" absent a contract in which the respective
Government agency gives him title to the patent,

The widespread use of contracts by employers requiring their scien
tists to assign any patents they obtain on inventions made in the
course of their work has important implications from the standpoint
of creativity. Although corporations are awardcd about two-thirds

l~,
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Government research eVC.H where the immediate purpose 01: the in,
quiry is directed to defense or space.purposes. ~ ._ .

The effects of military and space research nonce spill over In all
sorts of W:'l}'S into more traditional commercial. areas and it is thus:
of the grc,l(ost irnporta.l1C0 whether the cont.ructor or tho Government,
holds the title to <iny invent ions which nrc discovered. I f the Gov-·
ernment permits the private t.~oncc.rnwhich has done ~h? l'~hvant :,"ork
at Government expense to take title to the patent, It IS Just as If we
wero pllblicly to finance the creation of monopolies-vsomething
which ",~ould certn.inlyrun counter to ourmany efforts to promote and
preserve competition as the best instrument of economic and social
progl'6Ss. Only if the Government, as trustee for the pnblic, possesses
title to the patent will it be in 11 position to assure that the exploita
tion of the invention and the related scientific information will take
place on terms consistent with the overriding social interests, To the
contrary, if title is given to the contractors our efforts to disseminate
and exploit the scientific discoveries and in vent ions em;'tnating from
Government research programs will be seriously hampered and the
prevailing distribution malapportionment perpetuated.

III. THE CASE FOR GOVEHN'IEXT HETENTlON OF P ATEXT TITLE: A
REVIEW OF'l'J-ill ARGUMENTS

The main thrust of my argument to this point has been that all
l1gencies of the Government, including the Defense Department and
NASA., should take title to the patents on inventions which are con
ceived or first reduced to practice in the course of federally financed
research (unless the contractor is able to show that he nwlc the pri
mary contribution). As I look at the evidence this approach offers
substantial net benefits. Specifically it would put the Government in
a position where it could fully and expeditiously exploit the inven
tions which its funds have produced. However, I feel it- is necessary
to examine briefly the major arguments of those who would oppose this
recommendation and insist that for the Government to take title would
dull creativity, be inequitable, impede development, and complicate
procurement generally.

.L'HE ELEUEN'l' OF "RISK"

In its usual form those who favor conferring title on the con
tractor-s-that is, those who support present DOD policv-rest their
case in the traditionnl arguments employed in support of the patent
system generally, Yet close analysis reveals little actual relationship
between Government-supported research and unsubsidized scientific
exploration.

In theory a patent is conferred on an inventor l1S a sort. of quid pro
quo. The process of invention is said to be risky and hence there will
be underinvestment unless a special incentive is provided. Tradi
tionally. (thongh this need not be the only form it could assume) this
reward has taken the form of the patent, which provides a legnl monop
oly (for 17 years in the case of product. and procces inventions, up to
14 years for designs) in return for disclosure of the invention. The
hope is that the patent, though admittedly it confers on the zrnntee a
monopoly and thus carries with it the Dower to make the invention
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I see it, om- patent policy must, therefore, be so structured as to de
emphasize rn.-thcr than l1(·.emitl1ute the probable consequonces of this
uneven npportioument. At the moment fl, small number of giant
firms in a. few defcnso find space-related areas, with their l'ac'iiities
lrwated 1}1'11leinal1v in tlrruc Stares, and i~n!2:;lg('d almost oxelnsivelv
jon the allpl;,c;ation"of eXIsj'ing ('ngin(,prillg' :l.l·,(l·lJlJy~icftl knowledge t:.~)
the creation of lie", products a,Hd l)l'oceS:-iC:';, l"2cl'ive the o\'(~rwhelmillg

preponderanco of tho Government's ull!llilJilJion-c1011nJ' research
awards, Clenrly, if the l'c.:·m1f,ing tech nica l .liseoveries nro pennitted

'to'l:erna-in withitt these D,',n:'o\y confines l'i:Lhe.r than b,~ disseminnted
widely t111'Oll;.t:h the society: a. disproportionate amount of tho benefit.s
will be chuuucled into the hands of the f0,W and further economic
concentration will take place. A Hepnb1iean Attorney General,
Herbert Brownell. l'ceo;D::niz£d this risk in 19GB when he declared
that we must b~ deeply (~ne'fTned-

with the future of competitive ,E"nt,·rprise, and it is important that its share
of this [research] activity be administered to promote competition * * ~.

[W]hat Iudlcatlons that are avrdlable "yarn thnt the Government expenditures
may not run counter to the Industrtal trend tcwnrd concentration, but in some
degree may actually enforce it. >;< * '* 'I'he dtspropcrtlonnte share of total Industrlal
research and development in tile larg-est nrtns may foreshadow a greater
concentration of economic power in the future. * :;-. * LA] 'IJrc,.'~CJlt concen
tration of sucji manpower and progress means that in the future an increasing
share of antleipnted improved technologies and new production lines will be
introduced by tho Iudustrlul giants.

Mr. Brownell's concern is well founded, In fiscal 19G2, as an
ill stance, 3 ,firms-Genera.! Dynamics, Lockheed, and Bocing-s-were
awarded 25 percent of Defense Department research grants; nnd tho
top 10 firms received 5G percent of the total. Net surprisingly, these
same firms are found at the top of the list for defense procurement
generally (production contracts follow research "wards like night
follows day). NASA ex!,enditlU:cs show the same sort of pattern: in
fiscal 1962, 3 companies ( id 32 percent, of its procurement work.vthe
top 10, 54 percent, The following table shows some of the more im
portant relationships between research and procurement activity as it
is performed on behalf of DOD and NASA:

'.rABLE 5.-Rank of p'rincipal contractors in reeearctc Q,nd procurement tor DOD
ana N .ASA, fiscal 1962

R,nk among IRonk among
Rnnk mnong

Rank among Fortune's 50a
Company I DOD DOD NASA Iercest U.S.

research prime I prime industrial
contractors contractors contractors 2 oorporutious

for ]\162

General Dynamics_____ n __ • ___ 0 • ___ n __ n _____ i 2 7 13Lockheed_______ •______•____ •• _•••__..____ 0 n __ 2 , 21 zs
Boeing___h ______._.__nn_____ •• _ ~ _~__h. _____ 3 3 13 ,.
North Amertcan____0 _______~_________ n _______ 4 • 1 211
General Elcctric

o
_

h
___________Uh___ .._ .. __u. , • 10 •l\fnrtin Muriet ta _______.._u__ un ___• un _____ e ,

" 33
W estern Ftectrrc__ -- ---- _-- _________ m ____ -- --I 7 " 19 ••Aerojet-GcneraL 0 ___ .n_________. _____..________ , 12 4 55
Dougtns, ••______ R __.n_ 0 ____ n ________ ..__ • ___ • , 13 3 ee
Sperry Rand...._. ________ ..____

hhh
. _ .._____ • I. ,

" 34
I

I Top 10 DOD reseercb contractors listed in rank order.
e Includes rescarcu awards, which constitute the bulk of NASA procurement.
'Included with Amcrtcau 'Telephone & TelC:b'1'HPh Co.
• Rank given is for western mectrtc alone. western Electric is a subsidIary of A,T. &: T., the largest

utility.



more effectively met, Tho economic and SOCiHJ problems of the society
have been shortchunacd in our nafional research erlort,

Fifth, in the fewindustries thut have received "t.11e largest chunk of
Federal ~. ,& D. money, the hjgg~~3t companies have got tho lion's
share. Whilo the Iargest corporations generally tend to do most of
the research (for very obvious reasons: they are the best able to do
so from a. financial standpoint) uctually-s-and this is surprising to
sorne-c-tho Federal Gov.crnment, has tended to acecntuate this puttern.
In 1D59, for instance, the four In.rgest chemical producers were given
81. percent of the. Fedcral research money spent. ill rhat industry,
although together t.He.y· did only <15 percent 'of t.he illiJ.i.l~:;tl'.y's privately
financed research; and in lfJ5D, 00 percent of all Federal research
funds went to firms with 5,000 or more employees. (See table '1 for
further details.) Small business gets oven a slimmer share .of research
money than it docs of Government prime contract a.warcls~-which

means it gets practically nothing. IJl fiscal 1962 less than 3 percent or
defense research awards went to small business.
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TABLE <i.-Percentage oj total R. & D. performance l~md-8 atl(l total tcdera1l1/
financed. reecarcti and, dp..pelopm.ent accounted 101' btl the .9 and 8 cOnl;mnies
1.vith the largest dotter volume ot R. d D. ierlcrmanee, "l.JV industry, 195fJ

Percent of R. &D. Percent of fed~rillly
performance nuanced it. J: D.

Industry

ht4 1st 8 1st 4 1st 8
comrenres eompentcs ccmpanlea companies

I
-

Food snd kindred products. _n___ ~ ___ unn... 37 55 (I) (')
Textiles end apparel ____•_____________ ~_______ * se 70 (') leo
Lumber, wee-I products, sud rnrutrure.;...hn 42 ss (') (')
Paper and allied products•••• *_•• _.H••••••*. __ « (;8 (') (')
Chemicals and allh:d products__'*¥ __ n_nn___ " sn se "Industrial cuemtcals____.un__________ ~___ 63 " 87 "Drugs and medtcmes.c..., ________ ¥ ___nu._ " .7 7. g·1

Other chemicals••• _"_b _______ ~___*_._.... 28 46. (') "Petroleum reflIilng and "~tr~(:tiun.b*.____ •• n. :;0 73 62 en
Rubbcr products______________ . __ •~____. ___ •* __ 85 ct .0 es
Stone, day and glass products.,, __ n ___ u ___ • __ 51 7:) " n.
Prfmaty metals, _~_••••________ . __ .h ____ ._u•• " sa " 7Z

Primary Ierrous pro(l!lrt~T__h.'''.,..u_._ ;j';l 7Z (') (')
Nonferrous and other lll(lt:ll products.______ se 72 (') 88

Febrtcated metet prceucrs. __•______*__ ~.~ _____ .. 65 " "M 1\('l!lnery___ nn•• _. ___ u _________ • _____ • _____

" ss .. 7•
Electriclller'!llllJTlen'.; aud ccmu.uutcattcn __hh 63 77 .. 8'

Oomunt•..rcattcn equipment and olectrcrrlc
com ponents __•_____ .• __~_*. _~* _________ n 80 77 ca sn

Other etectrrcal equlpment.L, ____un______ SO .1 " .,
Motor vehicles aud other trausportatlon

equlpmcut, _~ n ____ ~~_hV_U n_ •• *__~uu... _ • 0 9• .3 ss
.A 1rcmrt and narta.,__u~ ..______n_~_~_~u~~~•• 50 71 " 71
Profess!onalllnd scicnunc mstrumente.c.,_____• " 70 71 81

sctcnunc find mecheutcel measuring
Instruments, _h.un _ ..*. _._*_VV~ ~h _~ *_u rs 83 ." ss

Opttcel, surgical, photographte and ctber

I
lnstrurr:r.n ts________ •.• u .';u~ _~ ~~~ ~__n._ 61 79 63 81

Other mouuracturtns Industrlcs., _____n~ __ .~_~_ 60 66 57 Uti
N oumenurecturing Industries; •_~ u ~__ • __ • _____ 33 10 " 7S,

1Not avannbre,
Source: National actence Fonndatton(NSF 62-3). Fund~ fo! Research Bud Development in Industry,

195~, app. A, table A-H, p. C2.

Si:,,:th~there is another sort of serious imbalance that should also
be noted-and that concerns the uneven geographic distribution of
research awards. A few sections of the country receive most of the
Government's research funds, as is well documented in a special report
issued in 1962 by the Department of Defense based on fiscal 1961
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'Y'{ithin the JTede1:al 8CCtOl', two ngencies, DOD and NASA, togC'ther
account for nearly 80 percent of the GOVCTIIlnmJt:s research dfort.
Tho IDG4 budget projects research «xpcuditurcs by the Defense De
partment of $7.~{ billion (the Department is seeking new obligntional
authority of $8 billion, with most. of this to be spent. in future years)
and hy" NASA of ~;±.2 billion (it is asking new authority to obligate
$5.7 billion), Unquestionably, of these two agencies NA.8A is gro\v
iug the fastest: In fi8e~Ll1961, for instance, it spent only about $7~14

.million for research, but in, 106.-1 it; will spend$J.2, .billion-r--which
moans that "within only 4: years -its research operat.ions have increased
sixfold. In fiscal IBM NASA expenditures will amount to more than
a quarter of total Federal research outlays, us the following table
shows:

.

TotRl
Fiscal year Pede-ral NASA ex- NASA per- DOD et- DOD per-

n. & D. ex- pendltures cent of toter pcnditures cent of total
pcudrtnres

1961 netuat,___ n ____________dd. $9.291 $7401 8 $5,582 "19fi2nctuat, __nun_.-._n__ • __ • 10.348 1,257 12 6, 'iill 65
1963 eathusted_____ n _____.. _ ..__ 12,2W 2,400 so '1. OR\} 68
1964es!lDlated..n___~_____u _____ 14,933 4,2UO 28 7,653 51

TADLE 2.-li'ederal1'esearch Clvpend-itu,rcs: Role of DOD am4 NASA.

[Dollar amounts In millions]

Thus, the administration of NASA patent policies is of large and
increasing public concern.

Several other chnracterisrics of our Federal research progrnms,
however, must be keptin mind in any enlightened appraisal of their
aggroguto eflects.. \V1J.at they add up to is a case of extremely uneven
distribution, threatening to bring about a. substantial readjustment of
our economic and social order. Let. me briefly note a few of the chief

-features:
li'irsf.,.jn its research undertakings the Government relies on authori

tative decision and uegotiation rather than the. usual market process
to determine the extent and manner of allocation. This is reflected
in the fact. that in fiscal 19G2, 97 percent of DOD research awards were
made on a, nonprice, noncompetitive basis. Here, as in the case gen
emily of defense procurement, we depart from the kind of automatic
allocative mechanism that we otherwise depend on to fulfill our eco
nomic goals. This means that we must make ourselves aware of the
character of our research operations, constantly appraise the probable
effects, and make appropriate adjustments in policy. ""Ve cannot
expert desirable results if in the research area we follow the dictates
of laissez-faire.

Second, the great bulk of the Government's attention is concen
trated on applied research and on development, with very little inter
est displayed in basic research. And since in private industry there
is also no sirmificunt attention give.n.to the acquisition of basic scien
tific knowledge (in 1961-02 only about 7 percent of industry research
expenditures went for basic research, and only about 10 percent if all
sources are included), this crucial facet of technological inquiry re
ceives disturbingly little study.
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To correct this imbalance the President outlined several new ap
preaches worthy of careful legislative considerntion. Among other
things, he would establish regional centers for the dissemination of
scientific infot-mu.tion, 11l0dcded along Ow· lines of the AgJ·-ieuJture De
partment's highly successf ul Extension Service. This is a highly
laudable proposal, though it doesn't go nearly Jar enough, as Inter
discussion here indicates. But even if tha President's new programs
for diffusing the tons of technical knowledge that are flowing from the
Governmeni's billion-dollar .rcscarch HS:3t1n.It were large;}' effective,
these benefits, I suggest., would be far more than couuteructed by the
adverse results of NAS~~'S plan to join in the Defense Department's
patent giveaway. As I see it, the Defense Department and NASA are
working at cross-purposes with the Chief Executive.

In Illy opinion two steps should promptly be taken to insure that
our $15 billion a year in federally endowed research programs func
tion in a manner fully consistent with the public interest:

(1) All asrencies and dcuartmenrs of the Federal Government.
should be reil'uire-d to take title to the patents on all inventions which
arise out of or are first reduced to practice in the course of Govern
ment-financed It, & D., unless the contractor CUll establish that he
mads the primary contribution to the patentable iuvenholl.To me
this makes just plain good sense: the public should get what it pays
for, and norrnullv this will incorporate taking title to patents stem
ming from Government research. Indeed, most companies require
their scientists to assign over the patent rights to any invent-ions
which they make during their employment-e--a procedure which they
reject when the Government is paying the bill. Based on the avail
able evidence, a change to the title policy, though it would bo greeted
with strident shouts of protest from those who have a strong vested
interest in perpet nation of the existing bonanza, would have lew, if
any, unfavorable effects. But it would stimulate use of new scientific
discoveries, making them available more quickly and at lower cost
than if the contractor is allowed to seize the exclusive right to sup
ply the product in commercial markets. It should not be overlooked
that a patent confers a monopoly-and generally this means that.
where development a.nd exploitation of the pertinent invention oc
curs it is likely to be slower, 11101'e limited, and result in higher prices
than wonld prevail if deveropment were to occur under less restricted
(nonmonopolistic) circumstances.

(2) To exploit the vast hordes of technical information which our
gargantuan R. & D. effort is generating, a new independent GOVeI1l
ment agency should be cre"ted-an Inventions Development Author
ity-to have as its major functions the collection of scientific informa
tion, its analysis, and its development,including the collection of
royalties on Government-owned patents where appropriate. 1Vithout
snch an agency the locns of the title to patents win-only have met
one aspect of the overallproblem. All too often now the qnestion is
simply whether a patent collects dust in the file drawers of the con
tractor or the pertinent Government agency (one recent study found
that only about 13 percent of privately owned patents stemming from
federally financed R. & D. had ever been licensed for use), To use this
information for the good of the public demands the creation of an
agency which is charged specifically with the task of exploiting
patented ideas fathered by Government research.

20-206-63--2
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ECONOlYJlC AND LEGAL PROBLEMS OF GOVERNMENT PATENT
POLICIES

Prepared by Prof-Richard J. -Barter

Each year the Federal Government now spends more for research
and development (R. & D.) than it did in all the years from the time
of the Revolution through the; end of World War I~. Indeed we now
spend more for this purpose In a single day-a dally average of $35
million in fi8c"11963, $41 million in fiscal 1964c-than we did in any
one year before the World IYar II military buildup commenced.

But never, I submit, h'IS so much money been spent by the Govern
ment with so Iittlo consideration for its ultimate social and economic
consequences. "";-e have launched a. trulv massive research effort that
literallv has ".'Town like Topsy. In the fiscul year 1964 it will consume
$15 billion. We have taken' long strides in our $20 billion effort to
reach the moon and we have recorded manv distinct scientific accom
plishments. Yet our institutional arrangements for processing and
exploiting the resulting flows of technical information are still of 19th
century vintage. Billions of dollars go for research but mere frac
tions of mills for putting the product of this large scale inquiry to
the good of the society at large.

Most of the scientific knowledge being generated through the Gov
ernment's research effort is being locked up in the hands of the few
benefiting almost exclusively the giant corporations that receive the
bulk of the funds and the relatively limited geographic areas in which
thcy have thch- principal facilities, Other companies-usually the
smaller ones-s-and other industries which might put this new knowl
edge to good nse, perhaps in unforeseeable a.s well as entirely expected
ways, are effectively denied the requisite information. Even worse,
many of the discoveries that are being made each day-the major as
well as the minor-are not being exploited by anyone, including their
corporate and governmental parents. Through sheer lack of attention
we have permitted key Government departments to adopt patent pol
icies that permit corporate recipients to-seize control of inventions
that have been made with public funds. And we have failed to set
up an effective institutional arrangement that could efflciently diffuse
the product of the Government's $15 billion a ye"r research effort
throughout the society-to all companies, in all industries, wherever
located.

The Department of Defense (DOD) and the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) have kept their large eyes fixed
firmly on what really are short-run, albeit important, targets con
nected with national security and the exploitation of outer space.
But their gaze-and they account for about 80 percent of Federal
R. & D. expenditures-i-has been exceedingly myopic: in their all-out
efforts they have manifested little regard for the total implications of
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FOREVi'ORD

Tho followinsr study prepared by Richard J. Barber, assistant pro
fessor of law at"'South"ernMethodist Ilniversity, deals with some of the
economic, political, and 'legal irriplkations of the patent policies of the
Federal Government.

Before World Wur II, research and development expenditures were
small, and originated chiefly in the private sector of the economy., 41
though the Federal Government sponsored and conducted researcn, Its
contribution, which was not very significant, was confined to Iabora
tories ill the Departments of _"-griculture,"\Var, and Na\JT.

The Fedcrnl Government obligated about $14.5 Lillicn on research
and development for 19G3, which will constitute from Gil to 70 percent
of all funds spent in the Nation on these activities. In addition, the
trend toward a higher Government ratio is expected to continue"

During the thirties, most of the Government's research was pnr
formed in its own laboratories; today over 80 percent of Government
research is performed by private laboratories. During the past two
decades, then, fur-ding by {he private sector has been increasingly dis
placed by the public sector, while performance with public funds has
shifted from the public sector to the private sector.

A large proportion of these funds are being used to create and sup
port. firms and industries, which thns owe their very existence and
survival to the Government. In 19GO Government research funds
accounted for 89 percent of the research and development in the air

.. craft and missiles industry, 67 percent in the electrical and communi
cations industry, 51 percent in the scientific instruments industry, and
.significant percentages -in machinery, rubber products, and other in
dustries: Considerable know-how and technical backgrounds have
been acquired at public expense. It is not surprising tfi"t a high de
gree of correlation exists between those industries heavily dependent
upon Government research and the amount of scientific personnel em
ployed in the industries. This is in conflict with our view that indus
tries will risk venture capital, and, if successful, move ahead in a
competitive marketplace.

Having been created and sustained by the Government, many
pseudoprivate firms, without taking the risks of truly pf-ivate enter
prise) want to be considered as genuine components of the frce, com
petitive enterprise system, and they invoke the philosophy of the
patent system to justify their objectives of securing for themselves
the future control of the new seience and technology. ·Nothing less
than the future of our free, competitive enterprise system is at stake.

RUSSELL B. LONG,
Ohairman, Subcommittee on Monopoly, Select Oommittee on

Smtill Business, V.S. Senate.
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patent which stops the taxpayer himself from using his own resources,
Such a situation should not be permitted to occur. It may have been
an oversight in the particular contract you mention.

SellatorLoxG. How callpublie policy permit any such private
patent? Now, Admiral Rickovcr, your achievements in developing
the atomic submarine are rather well known. Have you found that
the inability to accord private patent Tights to individual contractors.
has impeded the development 01 the atomic.submarino?

Admiral RICKOYER. Categorically, I say UNo." It is the same as
the case of the psychiatrists in submarines. Having never heard
about this situation, l HiJ'n't. know thcr~was a problem.

Senator LOXG. ",Vhel'e you have a large number of contractors work.....
ing on parallel projects, would you personally feel that progress would:
he impeded il each one had the right to take out patent rights and
have property rights in 1he secrets they developed'!

Admiral RICKOVER. Yes, sir; I believe there would he. 'Vit.h the
system in use in the Atomic Energy Commission all of this information
is shared.

Senator LONG. And you have no difficulty in persuading anyone tc
share what he develops as fast as he finds it?

Admiral RICKOVEll. I didn't. know until tbis morning there was any
difficulty.

Senator LO'CG. Do you have any knowledge of problems that exist,
in any other field outside 01 your own, where private contractors do
not have the right to keep patents?

Admiral R'OKOVER. I have heard there are cases in other fields, but
to the best of my knowledge, when one attempts to substantiate these
cases, they seem to evaporate. In fact, our problem in the atomic
energy field is we have too many con tractors who want to do work
under our patent conditions, and not. the other way around.

Senator LO'CG. So, as far as you are concerned, you have no knowl
edge of any difficulty in persuading contractors to do the work lor you.

Admiral RICKOVER. No, sir. I have difficulty keeping contractors
away who arc trying to persuade me to give them more work.

Senator LONG. Do you have any questions, Ben?
Air. GORDON. Senator, I have a question, hut. I think thaf: you eov-·

ered it already. But this. perhaps, looks at it in a more general way
and I wonder il I could ask it. We have received complaints that the
policy ofgiving away patent monopolies to contractors has a tendency
of hampering the dissemination of new scientific and technical knowl
edge, at least until it can be patented or exploited, What, do you think
of this? Does the AEC policy prevent this kind of a situation?

Admiral RICKOVER. There is a definite possibility that such a policy
can hamper dissemination of scientific and enginecrin'g information..
The present AEC and NASA policies tend to encourage rapid dissemi
nation of information. This is 01 great help in developing a new
technology. Mind you, we are talking about new technology which
it is incumbent on us to develop as rapidly as possihle from a national
standpoint. 'Ve are not discussing the patent situation per se. Yon
and I are not now talking about doing away with our patent system.
We are merely discussing whether the Government owns the patents,
it has paid for. We are ouly talking about a particular aspect 01 the
patent problem.

r
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standpoint of'whcther the~~arc uiding or impeding our nnrional progress.
Today, there is no esscnt.i..al difference between military and civilian
techuologv. So anything t.hat. holds lip one, also hlll'ts the other ..
As I said previously, the putcnt problem that faces us today was HOt.

envisioned by tho founders. The,\;" lived in a prcindust.rialsociotv-e
a society where a patent resulted from the efforts of all individual}
not' of a large organization.

SCHutor LOXG. Do yon have allY idea or any judgment as to what,
you believe t.hc people at tho working lovel, the actual scientists und
engineers, who are doillg the. t.echnical and developing work, think
about ..t-his matter and. this issue? .

Adminl.I ~{rckovBH .. 'I'he men working on a Govornmenf project
surely know it is the (Icvcr-nmen t that. is actually paying their salary.
I have never found a lack of desire to do good work,: just because it
was being done in a. GOH'l'IIIlH'ut laboratory instead of a private
laboratory, or because the work \YUS being paid for by the Government.
When a compauv hires a man, they pay him for all his talents, includ
ing his ability to invent.

Mind you, sir, we must stick to the point : we are not 110\\- discussing
our patent svstom ; we art' OJll~T discussing whether tho Government
should retain rights to patents for which it pays. To tho individual
scientist or engineer who .makes f.he invcution or contributes to it;
the-re 1'3 no financial diffcreucc anvwuy. The companv gPt-s the patent
rights; not he. If he is n good man, if he makes an invention 01'

otherwise makes himself of grE'lltel' value, he will bE' promoted and his
pay increased whether the company is paying- his salary direcrlv,
or the Govr-rnmcnt indirectly.

Senator I.... oXG. As I uudorstund your position, Irorn your last
statement, if the Governmout hired n. contractor to develop something
for the Government, the contractor, scientists, and engineers are
actually working for the Goverument, notwithstanding the- fact that
the contractor is interposed bet.ween them and their Government.

Admiral RICKOVEIL Yt'S, sir. As far as thev are concerned, they
do the same in eit-her case, and get the same troatrnont.

'Senator LOXG. Tn other words, if I wore a scientist-working either
for the AEC.ol'.n contractor of tho AEC, J would be smart enough to
know that I am actually working t o rlevelop atomic energy for the
U.S. Government.

Admiral Rrcxoven. Yes, sir. 'I'hor« is an analogy between this
situation and the one that obtuins in education-one of mv favorite
subjects, as vou .know, The Ne rional Education Associatiou , a.
self-admitted lobbying' organization, assumes to speak for the teachers.
The NEA is constantly saying what thev suppose the teachers to be
thinking. The teachers rarely speak for themselves. HOWeYe,-, I
receive many letters fl'OIU teachers who say: "Please dou't. quote
me; I thoroughly disagree with the NEA, but I am afraid to talk."
In the case of patents, everybody is talking for the scientists and

'engineers except t.hey themselves. The patent lawyers nrc always
telling us what, the scientists and engineers think. --:i\ow, T happen
to deal directly with muny scientists and engineers; I have not heard
them express the thoughtson patents as espoused by the patent
lawye-rs,

Senator LO"G. 'Would you care to elaborate further on what YOU do
detect the attitude of scientists and engineers to be? -
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go to a medical society meeting and explain their new proccduro so
that other doctors Blight find it udvantugeous 101' humanity?

Admiral RICE OVER. Yes, sir. As I said, the medical profession is
the most noble and ethical profession. Keady every doctor is dedi
-cated to improving the health and happiness of all humanity. J
believe we could well adopt that. same principle in many other fields.
1Ve would do well to have our scientists, our engineers, our industrial
leaders, our Government servants) and our educationists emulate our
doctors.

Furtln-rmorc, you -must bear in mind we arc not t>illking about the
.ability of industry 'to obtain patents when they use their own' money.
"Evenin the atomic. energy field or.in the space field, if you spend your
-own In011cy you take title to the patent, except for weapons. Last
year more than half the patent applications in the atomic energy field
were filed by private industry. ,Ve should urge industry to spend
more of their own money for research and development-s-in which
case t!'e patents will belong to them and they will build up a position
of their own.

It may interest you to know that 90 percent of patents for pcnceful
applications in the atomic energy field arc developed by 10 to 11 of
the AEC contractors. There have been only three cases where con
tractors have objected to the AEC patent provisions. These ·objec
tions were based on the fact that thc language of the contract was too
all-inclusive: that the language took in more than was required for
the actual performance of the contract. These three cases were not
'important ones. The AEC, I understand, intends to recommend
changing the language.

No one has suggested in any instance I know of that industry can't
have patents. ,Ve must sharpen the problem and point out that the
Teal issue is whether patents, the development, of which is paid for by
the Government, belong to the people or belong to industry. That
is the real issue. ,Ve are not discussing the patent system per so.

Furthermore, there is here involved a matter of broad national
policy. At present, instead of Congress examining the patent situa
tion, we ate permitting each agency to decide for itself. I do not
believe Congress should abdicate its constitutional rights and duties
and permit nnv.individual agency in the executive branch to set up its
own rules which by perpetuation over a period of many years finally
assume the force of law and then are used as precedents. The tend
ency of Government agencies is to let things continue as they fire. It
is easier for them this ,my; they don't have to think or to hurt, any
one's feelings. It is also easier to have a simple rule such as the
Department of Defense has, rather than to judge items on a' case basis.
I believe the application of our patent law should be considered as a
general policy matter .Ior the entire Federal Govcrnmcut ; and that
Congress should not permit each agency to set up its own rules. That,
'in effect, is like having several different Federal laws to cover the same
subject.

I believe it is in accordance with the intent of the patent law that
the Government should own patents resulting from work it has fi
'nanced, In other words, the Atomic Energy Commission and the
.National Aeronautics and Space Administration patent rules arc in
consonanc« with the law, and not otherwise, as some would suggest.
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trained and schooled at Government expense. These arc very valu
able assets, and the reason so mn.uy large corporations vie to obtain
these research find. dovelopmout eontracts. Now, I can only con
sider this problem in the light. of my own experience. 1 hnveuever
had a single ease where the patent provision of the Atomic Energy
Act influenced a company not, to undertake Government H.. & D.
work. In fact, nU111Y of the very same compuuies who operate under
the Department of Defense patent provisions, which arc far" more
liberal to them than the AEC rules, not, on]!' accept research and
dcvolopmeut work under the Atomic Energy Commission patent
rules, but oven uigo' 'us to g(ve thc;il more such work. .

. Senator LOXG. Do you have any indication that. the companies
charge you more to do research and devolopmcut if. thev are mot
permitted to keep proprietary 01' commercial patent rights'?

Admiral RICK OVER. NOJ sir; I know of no such Cases. They are
nearly all cost-plus type contracts and the fees arc about the same
throughout the Government. Nor do I agree with the statement
frequently made that unless there is such a patent provision, their
employees will not. work assiduously. I have never seen anything
of the sort. A man who has an idcu in his mind, if he is worth his
salt, will want to get it out. He will fight all obstacles to get. it
put; it really makes no difference to the scientist or engineer 011e way
or another because the companv gets to own tho patent rights anyway.

Now, the companies apparentlv. Lake a different stand toward the
Government than they do to their own employees. Their own ern
ployees must sign an n.gl'cerl1ent. providing that the cornpauv tnJ.:('s
title to the patents they develop. Apparontlv. the companies desire
better treatment from the U.S. Government than they accord (heir
own cmploveos. ' .

Senator LONG. I was talking to a young man who worked for an
oil company about .its research prograui. He told lUC that when he
went to work for the company, he was required to sign a contruct
that said that anything he developed would be turned over to the
company. Now, he said ·that he didn't haveto sign that contruct
but he felt that if he was going to take the job, the company had
every right to ask him to sign it. And yet his attitude was that if
the COInpanYJ in turn, was going to work for the U.S. Government on
a project to be wholly paid for by the Government, it was no more
immoral for the company to be asked to let the Government keep
the patent rights than it.was for him to be asked to let the company
keep the patent rights if he went to work for that oil company.

Admiral RICKOVEn.. That is tnntnrnount to what I said. I agree
with you that companies in the employ of the Government should
receive the same treatment from the Government as they give to
their own employees. In Great Britain, as yon Icnow, there is u
different system. There, the patent rights for work financed by the
Government belong entirely to the Governrncnt; the Government
licenses industry and even, shares in the .royalties industry receives
from non-Governmout applications. In Russia,thc Government,
of course, owns all patents. So here we have three different-patent
systems working side by side. I know of no evidence indicating that

_.the British or the Russians urebeing held back because they have not
copied our patent system .. tOne of the reasons the Russians have been
able. to make rapidprogfess is because they dissominatef.eclmical
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tools it has, how it uses these tools, and so on. Where the facilities
are owned by the company itself, and whore the know-how is its own,
the Government should u't publish timt. information. When these
conditions obtain, it is possible 'we have gone too 1'.11' in making the
information public.

Up to the advent of the Atomic Energy Commission in 19·16 and
the Space Agency in 1958 most research and development consisted
essentially of adaptations to existing technology. That is, an indus
tria! orgnnization would be called unon by the Government to take
an item It .had ulready developed OYOI' a period of many years and
change it to a new or improved item for military application. On
that basis there was considerable justification for the entrepreneur to
maintain his background patent rights; he was merely adding a small
novelty to an already existing item. But withithe coming of atomic
and space science, we have an entirely different situation; we are now
dealing with equipment that, has never before been used. In fact,
most of it was never even conceived of. Consequently, nearly all the
money for developing the complete item comes from the Government.
I believe in the atomic energy field about, 92 percent of the money
being spent on research and development is supplied by the Govern
ment. It is for this reason I consider the existing pa.tont provisions
in tbe Atomie Energy Act and in the Space Agency Aet fair and valid.

'Where the Government bears all or nearly all of the cost, where the
facilities belong to the Government, and where the Government bears
all the risk, the people should own the patents. The American people
are spending their money for the research and developmont; therefore,
the patents should belong to thorn.

Senator LONG. Would ~that 92 percent be a conservative figure?
Admiral RlCKOVER. It probably is. We are dealing with projects

and with items that are novel, that have never before been developed.
Furthermore, in nearly all cases the patents are being developed in
facilities wholly or almost wholly owned by the Government; this is
another compelling reason for rights to these patents to inhere in the
U.S. Government,
LI< Senator LONG. Admiral, I would like to read to you an excerpt from
a)peech delivered by a patent attorney: .'

* * * may I remind you in the words of our Founding
Fathers in the Declaration of Independence that I consider
these truths to be self evident: the American patent system
is as old as our -country, it is the best in the world, it is a
fundamental part of our free competitive economy, it has
contributed to the highest standard of living in the world,
it has helped make America the strongest nation on earth,
it will be as vital to our way of life in the age of space as it
has been during our first 185 years as a nation, and any
proposal which departs from the basic fundamentals of our
patent system, no matter how gilded, must be stamped out
as a thistle in a wheatfield,

"''bat do YOU think of this statement?
Admiral Rrcxovsn. It's a good, ringing Fourth of July speech,

Senator Lont?,. It reminds me of an incident that occurred in one of
the German States abont 150 years ago. As part of a thoroughgoing
reform of the judicial system, it was proposed to abolish torture as a
means of obtaining confessions from persons accused of crime. A
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RUSSELL B. LONG,
Chairmen; Monopoly Subcommittee,

Select Committee 1m Small Business, [; .S. Senate ..

For almost 2 years the Subcommittee on Monopoly of the Senate
Committee OJ1 Small Business has been studying the patent policies
of the departments and agencies of the Federal Government and the
effect of these policies on our Kat-ion'sscientific and economic progress
and on the competitive, free enterprise system. Our study culminated
in 3 full days of hearings on December 8, 9, and 10, 1959.

Our efforts have revealed that the present patent policies of many
of our Government departments and agencies, especially the Depart
ment of Defense, have the following effects:

1. The policy of giving away to private firms the patent rights to
Goverrunent-financed inventions and discoveries tends to erect walls
between scientists and. to prevent a 'free interchange ·of information.

This tends to retard our scientific advance and undermines the very
security of our country. The reason rests on the fundamental fact.
that the diffusion of scientific knowledge throughout our society is a.
prerequisite for scientific and economic progress and a rise in-general

.productivity.
2. With the present distribution of research facilities in industries,

the granting of exclusive commercial rights to private firms doing
Government-financed research is giving a major advantage to the
larger firms, thus accelerating the pace of economic concentration.

One of the chief arguments advanced for the policy of giving away
patent monopolies on publicly financed inventions and discoveries is
that if exclusive commercial rights are not given to the contractor,
firms would be reluctant to take contracts, scientists would have no
incentives to invent and the cost of the contracts to the Government
would increase.

To seek further testimony on the validity of these arguments, Adm,
Hyman G. Riekover was invited to describe his contract experiences
with the Defense and Navy Departments, both of which allow the
contractors to retain patent rights, and with the Atomic Energy Com
mission, which is required by law to take title to all inventions result
ing from Government-financed research.

It would not be an overstatement to say that Admiral Rickovor,
because of his unique and wide experience, has quietly and effectively
laid these arguments to rest.

JUNE 6, 1960.
In
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about the specific language of these two bills. Generally,

we prefer the language of section 113 of H.R. 11,856 over

that of section 10 of H.R. 11,B57. The two provisions are

quite similar, with the exception of the reference ·to the

general government-,·:ide patent policy, but there are some

language difference" we would like to highlight.

Section 113 (a) (1), for example, [~efines the word "i,for.'na-

tion" specifically to include patentee or unpatim cod technol.ogicaJ..

infbrraation; it is t:1US more precise than section 10. Section

113 (a) (1) requires dissemination of s i.ch inform2tion at the
'r,

earliest "pos s LbLe" date, rather thaa the '~arliest "pr act.Lce.cLc"

date as in section 11.

Second, although we support the in·tent of subsect i.on

(a) (3) of boe, bill~ concerning background patents and know-

how we do feel it important that contractcrs who have in-

vested he av.i Ly in given background tec:hnology and knm,-rm,

should not unreasonably be deorived of a fair profit base4

thereon. If federal taxpayers finance a· fundamental adva~ce

in energy technology, the general public shoul" not be de-

prived of access to that advance because of the exis~ence

of blocking background technology. lIny technological advance

of necessity builds upon background techllology.. on .:the other

t
i
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the principles of equity; it appears that the plilllic

interest would not be served by such relief. It is true

that the right to seek an injunction is not inherent in the

American patent system; it was not until 1819 that Congress

first provided injunctive relief for patent infringe~ent. 20/

It is further true that over the years the federal courts have

developed the pr-Lncd.o Le that injunctive relief under the patent

code will not be granted when the injunction would inter~cre

with the health, saf"ty, or welfare of the public. 21/

20/ Act of Februa~J 15, 1819, 3 Stat. 481. ct. Livingston v.
Van Ingen, Fed. Cas. No. 8,42Cl (C.C.D.n.Y. 1811).

21/ Thus, when a patentee souc;ht to enjoin t-,,,, ope ratio" of
amunicipal s ew aqe treatment plant, monetary relief was .ippr ovec,
put injunctive reli"f was denied. City of nihlau.1;:ee v.
Activated Sludge, I~c., 69 F.2d 577 (7th Cir. 1934). The courts
have also similarly considered patents for: the irradia~ion of
oleomargarine with ',lltra-violet light to produce Vitamin D to
prevent the disease of rickets (Vi·tarain TechnoloC}ists-,. Inc .. v ,
Wisconsin Alu~~i Research Foundation, 146 F.2d 941 (9th cir. 19 A" ) ;
railroad car hand brakes (Nerney v. Ne\V York, N. '!. & II. R. R. Co.,
83 F.2d 409 (2d Cir. 1936»; firehose couplers (Bliss v.
Brooklyn, (Fed. Cas. No. 1544 (C.C.E.D.N.Y. 1871»; and street
lamps (:Southwestern Brush Electric Light & Po\Ver Co. v. Louisia~a
ElectricJ::rght Co. , 45 F. 893 (E. D. La. 1891» - as falling 
into the categories of public health, safety, and welfare, thus
warranting denial of injunctive relief for patent infringement.

21
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Existing Law a Lro ady a t.t.emp t s to modify t!lc natural

incentive of some put0ntees to limit production in ot~er areas

involving patented technology. 181 Of particular relevance

here is section l4CJC! of the Judicial Code Pfl LS.C. " 1!'C)?) ,

which provides, in effect, for a mandatory license when~ver a

pate"tcd Lriven t i on is used or manufactured by the !:nited States,

or used or manufactured for the United States by a contractor.

In other words, under existinq law t!lere is automaticully a ran~~-

tory license running to the governnent, anc to its contractors."

Under this provision, the government (or its contractors) may

not be enjoined from freely using patented technology in private

hands if it pays a reasonable royalty or other fair compensation

to the private putentee.

This s t a t ut;c was ini t.La l.Ly enacted in 1910 to pe rriL t

the government to carry on work related to the publ.a c we Lfa r'e ,

including of course the national defense and security_ Section

1498 is not limited to any specified purpose~ it is instead

181 E.q., 16 u.s ,c. s 83lr~ 22 u.s.C. " 2356(a); 28 U.S.C. " 11"8;
30 u.s.c. ') 666; 42 U.S.C. 5 l'l53 (f); 42 U.S.C. " 2183;.50 U.S.C.
s 100 (b); 50 U.S.C. {j IG7a(a) (3); 50 U.S.C. ') 2473 (b) (3) •
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recommenrled, in our December letter to the S~nate concerninr.

the counterpart bill, adoption of the mandatory licensing

provisions expressed in II.R. 11,856. 15/

To s ummari ze the posi tion we have already expres sed,

we do not believe that adoption of this mandatory licensing

provision will have serious adverse effect upon the patent

incentive for research, at least none that will exceed that

wh i.ch is necessary to protect the public interest and to

achieve t.he purposes of these proposed energy bills. The

Environmental Protection Agency has stated that it found "no

cutback in air pollution control research" as a result of

section 308. 16/ Most major industrial countries in the

world, other chan the united states, have general provisions

requiring mandatorJ patent licensing, yet foreign technoloqy

(and foreign ownership of United States patents) is growing

rapidly.

We also do not believe it will be necessary very often

to invoke the provisions of subsection (cl. Developers of

15/ Letter of Decer.>ber 10, 1973, to Senator Henry 11. Jackson,
Chairman, Senate committee on Interior and Insular Affairs.

16/ Letter of June 4, 1<171, to Senator John !!c Clellan, Cha i r rian ,
Senate SubcoIT'l'1ittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copy r i.ch t s ,
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